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In Memoriam – RICK HARDY – 1933-2006
“Hardrock Bunter” Clark,
Lee Wilkinson, and people
coming through the door all
the time. John Hills began
some powerful acoustic
guitar-playing and singing
and urged the audience to
sing along to Rock’n’Roll
classics. I normally hate
“sing songs”, as they remind
me of my time in the Scouts
but
his
exuberant
personality and charisma
was such that I ended up
singing and clapping along
like everyone else.

THE TFTW
50TH ISSUE
CELEBRATION NIGHT
The King and Queen,
Saturday, 28th October
As seen through the bleary eyes of
Neil Foster
(additional pictures by Tony Annis)
I had to be present on this night as I felt deeply
grateful to Keith for publishing my stuff over the
past six years and to Harry (Maton) for ensuring it
came out looking good in the magazine.

© Tony Annis

Keith Woods then introduced Rick Hardy (exfounder of the Rick Richards Skiffle Group) who
went to Hamburg before John Lennon He did a
great set of skiffle numbers, enlivened by his selfdeprecating humour and strong vocals.

It was 22 years since I had last been to London
but I knew my way around (Ha! Ha!) so I had no
misgivings. Arriving at Euston, I knew that all I
had to do was turn right and King’s Cross Station
(my hotel was opposite) would only be a few
hundred yards away. About two miles later I
realised that senility had set in and I no longer
knew my right from my left.

© Tony Annis

Furthermore, the weather was unseasonably
warm and I was encumbered with a heavy
pullover and an anorak so that when I arrived at
the hotel, I was soaked in sweat.

The final act was Danny Rivers, a Johnny Cash
look-alike whose deep, resonant voice and great
physical presence rounded off a superb musical
performance.

Changing my clothes, I walked into the centre and
was aghast at the size of the crowds, the speed of
the traffic and other drawbacks I had long
forgotten. I gave up even trying to find my last flat
(54 Wells Street, W1, opposite the old ITN News
building) and walked back, so exhausted that I
had to lie down for an hour.
Later that night I set out for the King and Queen
and, noticing a passer-by who also looked lost,
asked if I was going the right way.
This
gentleman turned out to be Tony Papard who was
gazing at a boarded-up hospital in which he said
he was born. (It must have had a “Jerry Lee
Lewis” wing, then.)

© Tony Annis

The night began in a blur of Draught Guinness,
hand-shakes, introductions, Ken Major, Brian
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Backing all these singers and occasionally playing
instrumentals was the fine, young, precocious
keyboard player, Jaron Brandy (17) and the
equally gifted Rafi Greifer (16) on drums.

Slightly more sedate jiving with Tony
Annis
What can I say? Only that the night had all the
wonderful spontaneity of an unrehearsed show
but with none of the amateurishness. I staggered
out blissfully into the night, feeling great and
ended up in Baker Street. Got a taxi to the hotel.
I’ll never claim that I know central London again.
Thanks to all concerned.
PS Oh, it took me seven hours to get back home
on Sunday. Come to think of it, it did 22 years
ago!

THE END
© Tony Annis

Even Ken Major was seen to be
enjoying himself

'Tales From The Web'
© Tony Annis

The Lord Keith surveying what he hath
created.

As I type this, Alan Lloyd is updating and
improving the 'Tales From The Woods' website. If
you wanna take a look, the web address is;
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Keep your eyes peeled for further developments.

© Tony Annis

Frenzied jiving to Jaron and Rafi
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Jimmy
Wheeler says
“HOLD THE
THIRD
PAGE!”

Circus venue, sufficient inspiration to have the
young lady, Cora James, come along to our
'TFTW' Christmas Party.
Ad Break
Every night in The Backstage Bar, located
underground at The Spice of Life, 37-39 Romilly
Street, Cambridge Circus, London, W1V 5TP you
can find excellent music and a great night out.
Monday - Open Mic Night
Tuesday - The Blues Jam
Wednesdays are focussed on Jazz Singers and
features an Open Mic set.
Friday - Allstar Lunchtime Jazz
Friday Saturday and Sunday There are 4 acts on
each night starting from 8.00 pm. The music
styles range from Acoustic, Blues and Indie Rock,
though to Hip Hop, Funk, and World Music.

Hi folks, great to be back with
you and may 2007 be a great year for each and
every one of you. The 'Tales From The Woods'
50th Issue Party at the King & Queen in Foley
Street back on Saturday 28
September was indeed a
highly successful affair. We
here at the Editorial Board
were indeed flattered to see
so many of our loyal
contributors and subscribers
travelling from afar to be at
the event and to be a part of
the ever extending Woodie
family.
For
example,
veteran scribe Neil Foster
travelling all the way from
Merseyside. 'TFTW' I.T.
guru H, the man of mystery
behind the scenes, makes
no secret of his admiration for the skills of Neil’s
pen, part of the reason I guess why H took time
out from his busy schedule to be with us that
night.

Wee Willie Harris, Rockin’ Gerry Champion,
Danny Rivers, Kevin from the Sunrays, Driftin’
Luke and, of course, the late Rick Hardy. What a
night folks. Best yet. You bet. As one Woodie
pointed out on the stairs choking back the tears of
joy, “It’s beginning to feel like the birth of
something special Keith, like a mini British
Ponderosa Stomp”. I agree.
There will be something similar in the months
ahead. Sadly our dear friend Rick Hardy did not
live to see it but we here at the Editorial Board will
see that Rick’s name will be remembered, the
next one, well a Tribute/Benefit etc for Rick; let me
know what you think, what ideas you have.

Hardrock Bunter spun the sounds, the everdependable John Hills the human juke box
entertained us in the manner that only John can
as did, of course, British Rock'n'Roll/Skiffle hero,
the late Rick Hardy. That evening we introduced
for the first time to a 'Tales From The Woods'
audience, Jaron and Rafi, 17-year old Jaron on
keyboards and 16-year old Rafi on drums. There
were indeed a few hesitant expressions on more
than a few Woodie faces when the two young
guys began to set up their equipment. What is
this? Hip-hop duo, part of an Indie shoe-gazing
band? T-Bone Walker’s “Stormy Monday Blues”
was the way the young fellows chose to dispel the
fears, gaining in confidence with each passing
second.

The “Skiffle 50 DVD the full three hours plus” ol’
'Tales From The Woods' Roots Music Magazine
Promotions’ highly successful gig at the Water
Rats in King’s Cross back in January 2006
(incidentally our first attempt at a major event) is
now available and is selling out its limited edition
very swiftly. The Skiffle 50 event was also the first
attempt on such a scale by the DVD production
manager, director and editor Martin McClure and
a specially fine job he has done under the
circumstances.
The
DVD
comes
highly
recommended by those who have dipped into
their pockets so far to buy a copy at £8 for
Woodies and £10 for the uninitiated (nonsubscribers) if you want a souvenir of this great
evening or could not make it on the night but want
a piece of British Skiffle/Rock'n'Roll history I
suggest you contact us here at 'Tales From The
Woods' HQ pretty quickly because once they are
gone, they are gone folks.

If we thought that the 50th Issue Party was a great
night then nothing could prepare us for the 'Tales
From The Woods' Christmas Party. Jaron and
Rafi, along with a mate Jessie on sax; it was
astonishing from the word go how the young guys
had grown in confidence over just the few
intervening weeks, steady as a rock John Hills on
guitar providing encouragement and guidance.
The evening flew by turning unintentionally into a
jam session.

On January 28 2007 the most ambitious gig yet
put on by 'Tales From The Woods' will take place
at the 100 Club, 100 Oxford Street - a tribute to
the 2i’s, the birthplace of British Rock'n'Roll and
renowned Skiffle venue in its earlier days. Many of
the acts who began their long performing careers
at the 2i’s will be appearing on this momentous
occasion which is, to say the least, a milestone in

A lovely young lady whom we met just days before
at the Spice Of Life jam session at the Cambridge
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British Rock'n'Roll history. It’s not just about the
2i’s but also all the Skiffle/Coffee Bars that were
around in those far off days that helped to create
the very industry that, for the most part, chooses
to ignore them today.

Places like the Breadbasket which stood close to
our present day 'TFTW' official function room at
the King & Queen upon the corner of Cleveland
Street and Foley Street, Mrs Anne Hawker the
daughter of the lady who ran the Breadbasket
contacted us quite recently and we have had
many an enlightening chat over the phone and via
email. Anne was disappointed she could neither
make the 'TFTW' 50th Issue Party or it’s slightly
later Christmas Jam Session as circumstances
would not permit but come hell or high water Anne
will be with us on the 28th and no doubt at one of
our future party/jam sessions.

"SKIFFLE THE DEFINITIVE INSIDE STORY”
© CHAS McDEVITT 1997
ROBSON BOOKS LTD. ISBN 1-86105-140-9









'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass and says
farewell to British pop/rocker Tommy Bruce who
died in his adopted hometown of Watford,
Hertfordshire aged 68 on 10th July 2006.

Good to see Skiffle legend Chas McDevitt attend
our Christmas Party Jam. Chas, for around ten
years ran the Freight Train Coffee Bar which was
situated in Berwick Street, Soho named of course
after Chas’s worldwide smash hit he shared with
Nancy Whiskey. Across the road apiece from the
Freight Train stood the Top Ten Club, a place so
indelibly linked with the late British born American
Rock'n'Roller Vince Taylor who eventually found
fame in France, albeit briefly.
The Skiffle Cellar so fondly recalled by the late
Rick Hardy and so forth; all these venues will live
again come the 28th. But if you want to delve
deeper into theses halcyon Soho days of the fifties
and early sixties then you need to check out Chas
McDevitt’s book without doubt the definitive tome
written by the artist who was not only around at
the time but who helped to create it and awaken
the mainstream entertainment industry to its
existence. I'm sure you will be able to pick up a
copy of Chas’s book either at the merchandise
table or from Chas himself.

Tommy was, by all accounts, one of the old
school good guys. We here at 'TFTW' HQ sadly
never got to know him personally, although many
of the artists who have performed at various
'TFTW' promotions and social functions knew him
very well and of course for a vast number of
years. They indeed spoke highly of him. Dave
Lodge, Tommy’s long-time manager’s biography
of Tommy which came out back in June (due for a
review in the next issue of 'TFTW') is evidence
indeed should it ever be required as a roll-call of
British Rock'n'Roll and pop stars offer their fond
memories and love for the man who succumbed
to cancer, a disease which he had fought against
bravely for a number of years.

Looking forward to meeting up with all you loyal
subscribers on the 28th. If that is not your scene
we will no doubt be in contact via email,
telephone, cards and letters because we are all
just one big happy family, ain’t we H? (Yes boss,
anything you say boss – H). Have a prosperous
and joyful 2007 folks, Issue 52 we hope to get out
around the Easter period so until then, take care,
stay cool.

Born on the 16th July 1937 in Stepney, London, a
true Cockney, although it would not be too many
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years before the family moved from the sound of
Bow bells to Camden Town. Upon leaving school
as a restless 15 year old, Tommy rode through a
variety of jobs including apprentice in an
engineering factory which he hated, delivery boy
on a Smith’s Crisps van before finally settling into
the job which is his well documented occupation
at the time of his discovery, that of market porter
at Covent Garden.

In March 2006 the arts and entertainment
charitable trust, the Heritage Foundation
presented him with a lifetime achievement award.
Not bad for someone who had little or no ambition
to be a singer and his biggest hit, a re-working of
an old Fats Waller tune, came about by a set up
ruse. A fascinating story and, if you want to find
out more, check out the Dave Lodge biography
‘Have Gravel Will Travel’ which carries a
recommendation from us here at 'Tales From The
Woods' HQ.

Moving into a Notting Hill Gate flat, Tommy found
himself living in the same house as ambitious
songwriter Barry Mason. They got to know each
other quite well and Mason was of the opinion that
Tommy Bruce possessed all the qualities to make
it in show business.









'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass also to
British folk and roots music guitarist and singer
Steve Benbow who died on the 17th November
aged 74.

In his biography, Dave Lodge says that Mason got
a reluctant Bruce to sing on a ruse that he was
recording a jazz outfit at the Mandrake Jazz Club
in Soho. It certainly worked because the gravelly
voiced recording of "Ain't Misbehavin'" reached
the ears of producer and arranger Norrie
Paramor. Soon events would overtake him at
breathtaking speed. He was still working at
Covent Garden when the record hit the charts at
14 and, to use one of Tommy’s quotes, "All the
papers were coming down to take photos of me
loading up spuds and all the fellers were teasing
me about it." The record went on to reach No 3
(1960).
Making his first stage appearance as a guest on
the Mike and Bernie Winters Show, he was, as
they say, petrified. Mason advised him to say
"Hello, doll" when he walked out on stage to break
the ice and it worked.

Steve Benbow was without doubt one of the most
technically accomplished guitarists to emerge
from the smoke filled cellar cafés of 1950s Soho.
Among those younger musicians who watched in
awe in those days would be the folk legend to be,
Davy Graham, the writer of “Anji” arguably the
best known of acoustic guitar instrumentals. Steve
took his craft seriously learning literally hundreds
of songs from American and Irish extraction as
well as lengthy traditional ballads of war, love and
deception. a lover of jazz he in particular enjoyed
playing jazz with American rhythms.

The follow up single, “Broken Doll”, did quite well
and the third “Babette”, was a minor hit. Touring
now with his own band the Bruisers who did well
with their own success “Blue Girl”. Tommy though
would have no further hits, not through the want of
trying as records hit the market in quick
succession; "Lavender Blue", "Let's Do It", "Love,
Honour and Oh Baby!" and “Buttons And Bows” to
name but a few.

We here at 'Tales From The Woods' got to see
Steve perform at the Skiffle 40 at the 100 Club a
little over… well, ten years ago, I wish it could
have been more but sadly it was not to be.

The era of the beat group and London’s rhythm
and blues scene was upon us and Tommy was
definitely out of time. Even a working on John Lee
Hooker’s “Boom Boom” (1965) with “Can Your
Monkey Do The Dog” in the B-side failed to
muster interest.

By a twist of irony his last performance was at the
Brewery Tap in Brentford early in November in a
jazz setting, which no doubt he would have loved.
People who were lucky enough to be present say
he closed the show in classic style with “Ghost
Riders In The Sky” and “Goodnight To Your Web
Footed Friends”. The Brewery Tap would, of
course, be the final date for our beloved Rick
Hardy (see page 9).

Fate took a hand and he was offered a regular job
on Stars and Garters staying on the television pub
show from 1963 to 1965, working alongside Kathy
Kirby, Vince Hill, and compere Ray Martine.
With constant work in Europe, particularly Spain
and Malta and, of course, the oldies circuit he was
able to sustain a career that spanned 46 years.

Stephen George Benbow was born in Tooting,
south London on 29th November 1931. By the
time the lad was five, the family moved to Surrey
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where he milked his first cow and demonstrated
an aptitude for French and German at Reigate
grammar school. Within a few years he developed
abilities for Arabic that he had picked up from his
father who had served in the Camel Corps in
Egypt.

Yet again we need to raise a glass, this time to
one of the true legends of rhythm ‘n’ blues, the
wonderful Ruth Brown who died in Henderson,
th
Nevada upon the 17 November 2006 aged 78.

His first working years were spent as a cowman in
Devon before National Service beckoned which
he spent in the Royal Army Veterinary Corps.
Come 1950 he was posted to Egypt as a dog
handler and rough rider (responsible for breaking
in mules). Around the same period Steve
purchased a guitar and was soon reproducing
Latin-American rhythms received from his father’s
record collection. He made his first semiprofessional appearance playing a selection of
instrumentals on the Forces Radio Network in
1953.
We here at the 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board were privileged to witness the great Ruth
Brown perform on a few occasions, for the most
part in her native land whilst on our Stateside
trips. Way back in ’94 in New Orleans at an
auditorium, the name of which completely
escapes my memory as I write (and he still hadn’t
remembered by the time I typed it – H) but pretty
close to the Arena, the home of the New Orleans
Zephyrs baseball team. ’94 was a long time ago
now but Ruth that night was in the company of
Charles Brown, Jimmy Witherspoon, Bobby
Marchan and Ernie K-Doe, all now sadly gone.
Ruth was a legend amongst many that night. Me?
Well I was in awe of them all. Her great voice
knocked me out of course but I was equally
impressed by her communication skills with the
audience. With her great sense of humour she
made it look so easy; a natural performer without
doubt.

Back on civvy street, Steve picked up work on the
emerging Soho Skiffle scene. He also possesses
the distinction of being the only folk musician to be
given his own Radio Luxembourg series “Have
Guitar Will Travel”. Various television and radio
shows would follow including “Easy Beat”,
“Saturday Skiffle Club” and “Guitar Club”.
Ewan
MacColl,
songwriter
and
avowed
Communist, was one of the several established
performers who used Steve for his superior guitar
accompaniments, even using him as a backing
musician for gigs in Moscow. His first album
appeared in 1957 entitled “Steve Benbow Sings
English Folk Songs”; more than 25 albums would
appear under his name over the years. There was
a collection of ‘sinful’ ballads reflecting the bawdy
content of many traditional songs, a number of
albums devoted to Irish folk songs, one of which
was recorded in 1966 with the Strawberry Hill
Boys who in a later incarnation would become The
Strawbs.

I saw her again a few years later at the blues
awards in Memphis where she was the MC. Just
as well because without her the presentation
would have been dismal, she lit up the whole
proceedings, making it seem slick when in reality
it was everything but that and the endless
appraisals becoming monotone; great music for
the most part of course. When the great lady took
her turn to do a few tunes she naturally tore up the
stage.

By the late seventies, recorded work dried up. Not
until 2003 could he be persuaded back into the
studio, the outcome being the album “Don't
Monkey With My Gun”, considered by many to be
his finest album. Taking time out also to appear in
revival concerts celebrating the Soho haunt Les
Cousins where many British and American
legends would play in the formative years such as
Bob Dylan, Bert Jansch, John Martyn and Paul
Simon.

Without doubt my favourite Ruth Brown memory is
her show here in the UK at one of the twice yearly
Hemsby Festivals. The lady was in good company
for Don and Dewey were on the bill also, my
number 1 Hemsby you bet. Ruth, along with her
band, had travelled in from Birmingham where
she was doing a week or so residency at that
city’s branch of Ronnie Scott’s to play the sleepy
Norfolk seaside village that hosts this twice a year
rockin’ orgy. By all accounts the lady was adamant
that no way was she going to change her welloiled act she had been doing all week at Ronnie’s.
That was until the lady and her band walked out

Despite working as a London cabbie until 2002 he
never stopped playing as well retaining his
childhood love of animals, keeping goats and
donkeys at his home in Hanwell, West London
and by all accounts a familiar sight jogging around
the local streets with his pony and cart.
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on to the stage and saw the sea of youngish
rockin’ fans waiting to greet her. The expression
on her face will forever be in my memory; she
literally froze on the spot. Within seconds her
musical director felt maybe a little change of plans
was needed, much to and froing to and from the
wings, sheet music handed around, Ruth’s
glasses on the end of her nose singing the lyrics
as she read her old rhythm ’n’ blues hits of the
fifties. She was great, one sassy lady/.

Despite being an immediate success Ertegun and
Abramson felt that the power of her voice lent
itself to far more low down and raunchy material.
No doubt Ruth felt that they were right as she
responded with the gutsy “Teardrops From My
Eyes” her voice cracked into a high pitched
squeal; from then onwards she would forever be
known as the girl with the ‘tear’ in her voice.
“Teardrops From My Eyes” went to No. 1 on the
R&B chart and was followed by a string of hits on
which her raunchy vocals were usually
complemented by a scorching saxophone solo
from the likes of Budd Johnson and Willis “Gator”
Jackson. Songs such as “Somebody Touched
Me”, “Mambo Baby”, “I Want To Be Loved” and
Chuck Willis’s “Oh What A Dream” made her the
best selling artist of the 1950s, straddling the
border between R&B and the then fresh face of
Rock'n'Roll and enjoying considerable success
crossing over into the white audience. Though of
course this was still the segregated ‘50s and many
of her songs were turned into pop hits in tamed
down versions by white singers, Patti Page and
Georgia Gibbs being two of the most notable,
although obviously in a different context. Her
“Lucky Lips” hit was covered a while later here in
the UK by Cliff Richard.

Born Ruth Alston Weston in Portsmouth, Virginia
on 30 January 1928, the oldest of seven children,
she first sang under the tutelage of her father,
who worked in the docks but was also choir
director in their local church. She recalled him
lifting her on to the church piano to sing when she
was just around four years old. It would not be too
many years before she, along with her six
brothers and sisters, would spend their summers
picking cotton on their grandmother’s farm in
North Carolina. By the time America entered the
Second World War Ruth was listening to jazz
legends to be Sarah Vaughan, Billie Holiday and
Dinah Washington on the radio and singing with
local bands in the evenings, not telling her strict
church going family of course; as far as they knew
she was going to choir practice.

Her final hit for Atlantic came in 1960 with “Don’t
Deceive Me”. Soon her hard rockin’ was
desperately out of fashion, fading swiftly from
view. Upon departing from Atlantic in 1962 she
spent the next 15 years raising two sons, one of
which was the result of a brief relationship with
Clyd McPhatter. At one point the great lady of
R&B was reduced to cleaning other people’s
homes to support her family, not actually a
flattering commentary on the record industry in
general or the label which she helped to put into
orbit in particular.

1945 would be the year in which the seventeen
year old would flee the confines of the family
home (and far worse still their eyes) and marry
trumpeter Jimmy Brown. If that was not bad
enough the trumpet playing man was already
married, yes folks a bigamist, but she adopted the
surname on stage and it stuck for the rest of her
career.
She was heard singing in a Detroit club by the
bandleader Lucky Millinder during 1946 and he
immediately hired her. The deal lasted a year
before he fired her over some minor indiscretion
leaving her stranded in Washington. Ever
resourceful she landed a spot performing at the
local Crystal Caverns nightclub operated by
Blanche Calloway, the sister of hip-jazzer Cab
Calloway. This would prove to be a massive
turning point for here she would be seen by disc
jockey Willis Conover who hosted the Voice of
America radio show who in turn recommended
her to Ahmet Ertegun and Herb Abramson who
were in the process of establishing the Atlantic
record label.

Ruth returned to recording in the mid-seventies at
the same time building a parallel acting career in
the TV sitcom “Hello Larry” and in the 1985 John
Waters movie “Hairspray” playing the disc jockey
Motormouth Mabel and maybe more importantly
starring on Broadway in “Black and Blue” for
which she won a Tony award. In addition she
hosted the radio show “Harlem Hit Parade” and
“Blues Stage” on PBS (public radio). She also
continued to make fine records adding mellow
jazz and blues tones to her natural raunchy R&B
stylings.

Before a contract could be signed Ruth was
seriously injured in a car accident in Pennsylvania
on route to New York for an appearance at the
prestigious Harlem Apollo. The accident
hospitalised her for almost a year and left her with
pains in her legs for the rest of her life. Atlantic
records stuck by her and paid her medical bills.
She was still on crutches when she recorded her
first session with the label in 1949 with the
lacerating torch ballad "So Long".

The 1989 release “Blues On Broadway”, a set of
blues standards, performed it must be said to
perfection won her a Grammy award. Four years
later, in 1993, she was inducted into the
Rock'n'Roll hall of fame.
During the eighties Ruth launched a legal action to
recover the royalties which she believed Atlantic
Records withheld; after a number of years of a
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bitter battle she won using a part of the settlement
to fund the Rhythm and Blues Foundation which
has been providing financial support and medical
assistance to ageing and impoverished R&B
musicians ever since.

became purely optional, Chief Woodie around
sixteen years or so older. The spiritual home of
roots music had now become the wonderful Town
and Country Club in Kentish Town, so sadly
missed by us all. Freddy was part of the Texas
Tornadoes that included Doug Sahm, Flaco
Jiminez and Augie Meyers. This time the venue
was jam-packed, yours truly up front facing the
stage, was pretty much knocked out by the show
although I did pick out a few voices of dissent
around me; not directed at Freddy but at Doug
Sahm who seemed to be, in the eyes of a few, as
coming across as too much of a rock guitar hero.
Well, maybe; I don’t know, I was happy to be
there.

Despite suffering a stroke in 2000 the great lady
kept performing almost up to the time of her
death.









Raise a glass again with 'Tales From The Woods'
to bid farewell to Tex-Mex hero of country and
Rock'n'Roll, Freddy Fender who died at his home
in Corpus Christi, Texas on 14 October aged 69.

Born Baldemar Garza Huerta in San Benito,
Texas on 4June 1937, his parents were migrant
Mexican farm workers. By the age of ten he was
working in the fields alongside his family, as
described by himself in the liner notes of his
“Before the Next Teardrop Falls” album, “We
worked beets in Michigan, pickles in Ohio, baled
hay and picked tomatoes in Indiana and, come
cotton-picking time, travelled south to Arkansas.”
As a child he learnt to play the guitar by listening
to the blues, country and Mexican records he
heard on the radio. At 16 he joined the United
States Marine Corps, discharged under a cloud
some three years later, incidentally a charge
which he would have successfully revoked some
thirty-five years later.

Freddy Fender was one of those roots acts that
found considerable favour within the walls of
'Tales From The Woods' Towers. Indeed “I Love
My Rancho Grande” is still a turntable hit in the
Chief Woodie’s house, a track on his “Before The
Next Teardrop Falls” album that came out on ABC
Dot back in 1975, a period which saw our Freddy
tasting the fruits of success which he had never
tasted before or sadly would ever taste again.
“Teardrop” had been a massive country hit in the
US and the aforementioned album of the same
name was released on the strength of his sudden
fame.

Soon he would be playing the southern Texas
honkytonks and bars, building a loyal following
within the Mexican community performing, in
Spanish, local rockabilly as well as well-known
Rock'n'Roll hits. By now he was billing himself as
El Be Bop, cutting his first tracks in 1957 on the
strength of his local following. "No Seas Cruel"
was a Spanish version of Presley’s "Don't Be
Cruel" followed up with his take
on Harry
Belafonte's "Jamaica Farewell". Both records
became a hit with the local Hispanic communities
on both sides of the border.
Come 1959 he would move to California and
adopt the stage name of "Freddy Fender", taking
the surname from his guitar and recording the
song with which he would forever be associated,
"Wasted Days and Wasted Nights" although he
would have to wait another seventeen years for
the song to become a national hit.

Around the same period Freddy came to do a
one-off gig at the one-time home of roots music,
the New Victoria Palace opposite the then very
run down and seedy early Victorian railway station
named Victoria in her majesty’s honour in the
early days of her long reign. The theatre was less
than a third full but roots fans that mattered turned
out for a show that took in his early rockin’ days as
well as his then current success. I came away well
impressed. Despite that I never got the
opportunity to witness Freddy in action fro many a
moon.

The immigrant clubs where he played were rough
and tumble places and a fight in one venue would
leave Freddy with a broken nose and a knife
wound. Soon a great deal worse was to come
when he was convicted for possession of
marijuana and sentenced to a ludicrously severe
term in Angola State Prison. However, some good
would come of it for he wrote and recorded a
number of songs on to a tape recorder, which

Come the nineties the New Victoria Palace had
returned to being yet another London stage for
musical theatre, the station opposite had become
a smart collection of expensive boutiques, trains
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would subsequently be released on an album.

was certainly well delighted when a street in his
hometown of San Benito was given his name.

Paroled on bail in 1963 on the condition he stayed
away from the music business which, of course,
for the most part he ignored, as he took up a
residency at Papa Joe’s Club on Bourbon Street
in New Orleans, but by the final months of the
sixties he was known to be back in San Benito,
Texas working as a car mechanic. Moving into the
new decade he began to study for a degree in
sociology with the intention of using the
qualification to help fellow ex-convicts.

In 2000, he became extremely ill and thereafter
endured a succession of treatments including
chemotherapy and kidney and liver transplants.
But amazingly he managed to perform until New
Year's Eve 2005.









'Tales From The Woods' raises a glass to friend
to us all here at 'TFTW', Skiffle pioneer, expert on
all things vaudevillian Rock'n'Roll/country singer,
guitar-picker and songwriter of English eccentricity
Rick Hardy a.k.a. Rick Richards was tragically
killed in a road accident, dying a few hours after
the crash from his injuries in the early hours of 11
December 2006.

In 1971 the Texas music legend Doug Sahm, he
of the previous decade of Sir Douglas Quintet
fame, cut a version of "Wasted Days and Wasted
Nights" prefaced with the words, "And now a song
by the great Freddy Fender. Freddy, this is for
you, wherever you are." Well, it did not take long
for Doug to find him, persuading him to do some
dates with him in some Texas clubs which led to a
meeting between Freddy and Doug Sahm's
producer, Huey P. Meaux, who persuaded him to
sing "Before the Next Teardrop Falls", a song he
had heard on a Charley Pride album. An
extremely reluctant Fender got the song together
on the second take and everyone knew they had
something special in the can.
Joe Public thought likewise as it soon topped both
the US country and pop charts, following it up with
a new version of "Wasted Days and Wasted
Nights".
For a while it seemed that Fender, guided by the
steady hands of Meaux could do no wrong. Hit
singles included revivals of Ivory Joe Hunter's
"Since I Met You Baby", Doris Day's "Secret
Love", Barbara Lynn's "You'll Lose a Good Thing",
Hank Thompson's "The Wild Side of Life", Dale
and Grace's/Don & Dewey’s "I'm Leaving It All Up
To You". His 1976 album “Are You Ready For
Freddy?” also helped to keep his name in the
spotlight.

No doubt you will be reading elsewhere what a
great night the 'TFTW' Christmas Party was. Rick
was in great form, bouncing banter between
himself and lifelong friend, Skiffle King Chas
McDevitt, together with friend of both Rick and
Chas, Ted Hatton one time picker with the Dave
Travis Band, turning film maker, who stepped
across to where I stood by the door. “Keith, Rick
asks if he can go on soon as Chas McDevitt and
his lovely lady have to leave soon and they want
to see Rick before they leave”. So reluctantly I
interrupted the young guys’ (Jaron and Rafi) set
who were more than settling into fine form
alongside the wonderful John Hills, bringing Rick
up front a little earlier than I had anticipated. Rick,
of course, was wonderful.

After several years of success, Fender was faced
with a huge tax bill. Addicted by now to cocaine
and alcohol he spent much of the mid-eighties in
detox. Before resuming his career, his acting role
in the Robert Redford movie “The Milagro
Beanfield War” (1988) was certainly a good way to
go about it.
1990 would see Freddy becoming a part of the
Texas Tornados. Their albums “Texas Tornados”
(1990), “Zone of Our Own” (1991), “Hangin' On By
A Thread” (1992) and “Four Aces” (1996) are
indeed exhilarating examples of Tex-Mex music.
After the sad and untimely death of Doug Sahm,
Freddy and Flaco Jimenez involved themselves
with another group of Tex-Mex musicians, this
time called Los Super Seven producing a selftitled album that won a Grammy in 1999. Fender
would receive many awards in recent years and

Come the afternoon of Monday the 11th I thought
I’d give Rick a ring, have a chat and a laugh about
the party and talk about the upcoming gig on the
28th that Rick, of course, was so looking forward
to and to thank him for everything at the party
night. Rick was not in, nothing odd about that.
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I rang his mobile and again, no reply. “Oh well,
guess he is out driving, I'll try again on Tuesday”,
which I did with the same result. “Things ain’t right
here and I know it instinctively”. I rang Ted Hatton
and Ted told me Rick was due to come over that
afternoon and was already a couple of hours late.
We decided that before the day was out we would
have to make some serious enquiries.
That evening I was out
beers. Chas rang on the
but I didn’t hear it as I
returning his call I learnt
had happened.

Come 1956 he purchased for 19 guineas a Hofner
Senator guitar from Selmers in the Charing Cross
Road and if you think that was an expensive
purchase for those days, how about when he
traded it in for a pre-war Gibson at 35 guineas?
He was now obviously very serious about his
music, practising eight hours a day on his
expensive purchase. It would not be too long
before he had joined a local trad jazz band called
the Colne Valley Stompers on rhythm guitar.

in London having a few
mobile a little after 10pm
was on the tube. Upon
the terrible news of what

By now his horizons, musically, had been
broadened to include the blues, such as the
legendary Big Bill Broonzy. On the folkier side he
also loved Josh White. Through this Rick became
noticed by a Skiffle group, a musical form which
would soon reach its flowering. The group’s leader
Johnny Morton left after a couple of months and
Rick naturally stepped into his shoes. A reputation
was building fast. Reaching the final of a National
Skiffle Contest at the renowned Hammersmith
Palais, and by now calling themselves the Rick
Richards Skiffle Group, they were holding down a
residency at Soho’s 'Skiffle Cellar'. Not too many
months in, Rick was to lose his right hand man
Johnny d'Avensac who went to do his bit for
Queen and Country as a paratrooper. The group
disbanded but not before they made some
recordings; although not released at the time, they
are now available on CD and have been for some
years.

I first met Rick several years ago when long-time
'Tales From The Woods' contributor/subscriber
Tony Papard and I were presenting once a month
gigs/record hops at the now defunct Buzz Bar in
Battersea High Street. We booked Chas McDevitt
and his Skiffle Group for one of the Saturday night
presentations. Rick came along as Chas’s guest
and he performed a couple of numbers, one of
which was Rick’s unique take on “Fraulein”, half of
which he sang and spoke in, shall we say, slightly
non-PC German rant fashion that had the
audience falling around with laughter.
Rick and I kept in contact with the occasional
phone call. That was until the idea of the Skiffle 50
show came together. Two weeks leading up to
what turned out to be a highly successful show we
spoke most days on the phone. Since that time
Rick became a good friend of not just myself and
'Tales From The Woods' Marketing Manager Ken
Major but the entire Woodie crowd, a regular at
the 'TFTW' gang meet up and a dedicated sender
of emails. In reality the upcoming sold out gig at
the 100 Club on Sunday 28 January is really a
shared idea. Without Rick’s input no doubt we
would have been a great deal artistically poorer.

Rick moved on to the legendary 2i’s situated in the
heart of London’s Soho at 59 Old Compton Street,
guesting at first before being asked to join The
Worried Men, as a replacement for Adam Faith.
Weeks later a young man wandered down off the
street in the company of a guitarist and drummer,
calling themselves 'The Drifters’, the young man
being Harry Webb. As Rick had amps he was
asked to play with them at the 2i’s and at a talent
competition at the art-deco masterpiece the
Trocadero, Elephant and Castle, destroyed a few
years later as an official act of sixties vandalism.

We are all going to miss him within the 'Tales
From The Woods' group as will his many friends
and fans both here in the UK and in Europe. On
behalf of all the Woodies I send out heartfelt
sympathy to his family; daughter Leah, son Julian,
brother Peter with apologies to other family
members whose names I do not know. I
personally will miss Rick, not only as a friend but
for all the help and guidance he has offered whilst
putting these gigs together.
Rick was born Richard Hardy on the 17 October
1933 in Islington, North London. As a child the
family moved first to Edgware, and then finally to
Watford in Hertfordshire. Around the age of 11
Rick’s lifelong love affair with jazz would suddenly
become ignited upon hearing a record by Bob
Crosby's Bobcats although it would not be until
after his National Service days that he considered
learning to play an instrument or indeed make a
living from music.

Rick’s photo of Vince Taylor at the 2i’s

Rick declined the offer of a regular job with the
band. Big mistake – Harry became Cliff Richard,
The Drifters became The Shadows. Ian Samwell,
bass guitarist with Cliff’s group told Rick how Cliff
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had liked the name Richards so much he had
adopted it as near as possible, just dropping the
S. Cliff signed a photo for Rick saying 'To my pal
Ricky. Sorry I pinched your name'.

The Jets the first band from the UK to play the city
which has been a cornerstone in British
Rock'n'Roll (indeed a few of the American greats
were known to hit the early sixties comeback trail
via the near legendary city clubs) but Rick was the
first UK act to record in Germany cutting two sides
for Philips under his real name (Richard Hardy)
now available on a compilation CD 'Damals in
Hamburg'. The Beatles followed Rick out a few
months later, meeting up with them, jamming with
them. He got on well with them apart from John
Lennon – a clash of personalities no doubt.
Once the Jets broke up it was time to move on
which would prove to be a fruitful and secure part
of Rick’s career. As a part of a package show
working American bases performing for the most
part country music, over the next ten years he
would be working all over the European continent,
across the Mediterranean to North Africa as well
as Japan, Turkey, Taiwan and Thailand. He
performed alongside names of the magnitude of
Roy Orbison, Ben E. King, Roy Acuff, Rufus
Thomas and daughter Carla, Matt Munro, Tex
Ritter, Maynard Ferguson, Eartha Kitt; even old
time music hall act Wilson Kepple and Betty.

Joined by 'Tex' Makins on bass, who went on to
play with Stevie Wonder and Georgie Fame, Rick
found himself doing a year long residency at the
2i’s. Tony Meehan passed through Rick’s group
before going on to join The Vipers then on to The
Shadows, himself in turn replaced by Brian
Bennett. The year 1959 would see our Watford
boy move on to resident singer at the 'Top Ten'
club in Berwick Street, Soho owned by British
born American rocker Vince Taylor.
In spring 1959 he moved on again to accept a job
in a Rock'n'Roll band booked for a summer
season at Butlins led by a guy named Clay
Nichols. In Rick’s opinion the best thing about this
outfit was the guitar picker, Joe Brown, who had
given up his job as a steam locomotive fireman at
Plaistow Engine Sheds to join Clay Nichols.
Before the season was out, Joe was gone to join
Jack Goode's TV show 'Boy Meets Girl' and the
rest, as they say, is history. Joe was replaced by
Tony Harvey who went on to work with both Vince
Taylor and The French Elvis, the hugely
successful Johnny Halliday.

He recorded a single 'Our Last Kiss' in Thailand
and sung in Thai, again the track has since
resurfaced in more recent times upon a
compilation album.
Returning to England with his children
approaching school age, after around 17 years in
the Biz, Rick decided to call it a day and get a
proper job, training as a watchmaker but naturally
it did not last. The roar of the crowds, smell of the
greasepaint, it’s in the blood – you can’t get rid of
it. Soon he was back developing a cockney act,
working clubs, theatres and hotels all over the UK
as well as bit parts in both TV and films, most
notably as the Pearly King in the cult movie
'Trainspotting'.
After suffering a heart attack Rick wound down
and eased himself into retirement. In recent
months Rick’s profile has been raised not just by
'Tales From The Woods' Promotions but also
magazine articles, considerable European interest
in his old Skiffle/Rock'n'Roll days and of course
the highly successful 2i’s plaque, organised by
Robert Mandry and the City of Westminster
Council. Rick was also an accomplished
photographer. An example of his work can be
found on his fascinating website as well as many,
many pages of career overview in Rick’s words,
as you will see when you check out his site at
http://www.rickhardy.co.uk/.
I
have
barely
scratched the surface.

With Tony Sheridan

We said goodbye to our friend, the 73-year-old
legend of Skiffle/Rock'n'Roll at a humanist funeral
at Mortlake Crematorium on the dry, fresh
afternoon of 3 January. The turnout from the

Back in Soho Rick recorded with Lonnie
Donegan’s band, backing up folk duo Mickie and
Griff before heading off to Hamburg, Germany
with a Rock'n'Roll outfit, The Jets. Not only were
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Remembering Rick

Woodies lay claim to the esteem in which Rick
was held; John Hills spoke for a few minutes
recounting the last time we would be with him at
the
Christmas
Party;
Chas
McDevitt,
understandably emotional as he spoke about his
near lifelong friend, finishing off with the words
“Rock on Rick” which I know sums up how we all
feel.

Keith has asked us to write some anecdotes
about the late Rick Hardy. I first came across him
at the Buzz Bar in Battersea High Street some
years ago, at one of the gigs Keith and I put on
there. I remember Rick singing the Country
standard 'Fraulein' in both English and German.
During the German version he was shouting and
waving his arms about like Hitler at a Nuremberg
Nazi rally, then Rick said: 'Believe it or not, that's a
love song!'

Musician friends turned out to pay homage to Rick
both at the funeral and later on at the legendary
Brewery Tap in Brentford where Rick had
performed his last show on the evening of Sunday
10 December. At the latter Rick was given the
send off of which I'm sure he would have
approved; jazz and Skiffle musicians played,
jamming together just like they did when Rick first
trod the boards over fifty years ago.

Rick had a great sense of humour. At my request
he sang 'Fraulein' again at the TFTW 50th
Anniversary Party in October. He announced
songs as 'another of my flops - other people had
hits, I just had flops'. Rick wasn't feeling very well
that night, and told me it might be because he
needed to take his medication for his diabetes.
Apparently he had also suffered a massive heart
attack a few years ago. But none of this stopped
him from performing a few songs for us, even
though he was officially retired. I'm just sorry I
missed him and all the other performers in the
days when they played the 2I's Coffee Bar down in
Soho.

Keith Woods

Perhaps his most memorable performance for me
was the last one he gave us at the TFTW Xmas
Party at the King and Queen, the day before he
was tragically killed in a car crash. He performed
Johnny Cash's 'I Got Stripes', and I always
thought Rick's version was at least as good as
Johnny Cash's original. Rick also did the music
hall song 'Lily of Laguna', and two Cockney songs
he'd written: 'Milton Keynes' about a homesick
Londoner exchanging concrete cows for the
Smoke, and 'Sling Yer 'Ook' which contained the
line: 'Yer dirty old sod, keep yer minces orf me
Bristols'. This had us in stitches.
We got to know Rick quite well in the last year or
so, as apart from the various TFTW gigs he
performed at, Rick started coming along to our
monthly meet-ups and joining us for the meal. He
entertained us with his stories of the old days, and
showed us some wonderful photos, including
some of the late Ronnie Hills when she was
younger.
Rick was recently interviewed for 'Mojo' magazine
in a feature about the 2I's Coffee Bar, and was of
course present at the unveiling of the plaque. One
of his photos of Vince Taylor outside the coffee
bar with some girls and a group of sailors was
included in the 'Mojo' article.
It is hard to believe Rick has passed over. He was
a lovely man, a great character, and we shall miss
him terribly. I'd planned to have him perform a few
numbers at my retirement party next May, and
had asked Keith to arrange this for me the very
Sunday Rick was involved in that fatal car crash.

Pictures of Rick’s send off by Pete Wharton, road
manager for many of the Parnes stable who also
played bass for Rick
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Sadly this is now not to be. But we do have that
wonderful last performance he did for us on film,
though it will now be very poignant for us to watch.
I don't know if I could bear to watch it at the
moment.

appeared!. They really tested me, what with Rock
With The Caveman and Luke The Drifter etc but I
really had a ball. Keith thought it was the best one
ever.
Rafi and Jaron are developing into fine musicians
and thinking on their feet, with experience they
could be great; their mum (the mum of one of
them) cannot believe the improvement so for that
alone I get a great deal of satisfaction. Last time i
played with them I got them loosening up to play
their solos, at first they were too tense; this time
they were up and running straight away, very
pleasing to see.

Rick, wherever you are, keep performing those
wonderful 'flops' as you call them. Entertain my
partner and all the people over there with your
great voice and sense of humour as you did us.
Till we meet again.
Tony Papard
Hello Keith,

What about Bunter? Wasn’t he brilliant? I believe
he last played at your party, incredible! His
drumming on Little Sister was superb; Danny
loved it.

it is only now, after checking Rick’s website, that
the full impact becomes clear; I was so looking
forward to seeing Rick on what should have been
a triumphal event, only now to turn into a
memorial concert! I am sure that Rick would want,
as any showbiz personality, the show to go on.
Only days before we were having a busy email
correspondence, with jokes to the fore and HiFi to
the side. It was over ebay that we actually got to
casually know each other; I bought an old Garrard
pickup-arm from him and was competing with him
on buying old copies of the HiFi year books. He
loved delving in the fifties and early sixties. I never
found out much about his system but I know he
had a high regard for Lowther loudspeakers; only
now do I see a connection in the condolences list.

Did you like Kenny Cook’s contribution and
Nobodys Child? Wasn’t it great, he has trouble
doing it with Eastside, would you believe he gets
heckled by some of the other members’ wives!
How unprofessional is that? It really annoys him.
That girl was very good wasn’t she? With all the
enthusiasm from the others I am happy to stand
back and do the backing and come forward if
needed although I must admit I was surprised
(and already knackered) when Keith asked me to
step up to the mike.

Having Ted Hatton’s DVD of the 2i's plaque
unveiling allows me to relive Rick in his prime and
through Clare I managed to get his first skiffle
record and his latest cockney CD, so at least his
memory can live on with me. It is always difficult to
express oneself when a person leaves life’s stage
door; Rick’s untimely exit leaves a huge gap in
everyone’s hearts, and what amazes me is how
deep Rick managed to creep into my heart just
through the web! I suppose we will meet one day
and if I make it through "Heaven’s Gate", then I'll
say, as Rick liked to say, “Wotcha Mate how're
you doing?”

Here’s something for the history books; that’s the
first guitar string i have ever broken when playing
in I guess over 50 years!
Willy was Willy great as always.
That CD of cockney songs i got from Rick is
brilliant. Don’t be deceived! On one track that
incidentally he wrote (among others) Pat and I had
tears streaming down our eyes from laughing. It is
that good and I will be plugging it next time.
Anyway, here endeth the first lesson; this is News
At 10 to you my life, signing off.

Please accept my condolences Keith, you have
lost a fine gentleman friend.
Brian William Maisey, Erlensee, Germany







Thanks
John Hills



I Agree

Letters to the Editor

It was a fantastic night (even though the food ran
out before I got there, except for some mince
pies!) I really enjoyed it, and will do something
similar for my retirement party in May.

And also the Marketing Manager
Hi Ken,
Glad you enjoyed the TFTW Xmas party; from my
point of view its difficult to judge as there was so
much going on. I did not know what was
happening next, every time I thought we were
finishing Keith came up and said "And now I would
like to introduce Fred Bloggs, and another legend

I have also bought that Rick Hardy Cockney CD,
but as it's a Xmas present from my mother to me,
along with another CD, I shall keep them both till
Xmas to play them.
I endorse everything John says, Rafi and Jaron
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were a great backing band, along with John, and
Brian Clark when he took over the drums. It was
hard to believe there had been no rehearsals.

missing pinning my leg by inches, although it
ripped through my jeans. With the CD player still
playing the blues John said, “What happens
now?”

So much great talent - Rick, Willie, Danny, etc.
The woman singer was a revelation; I'd liked to
have heard more from her.

Then two chaps came to our aid from a white van
and they phoned for the police, fire engine and
ambulance. The firemen arrived and started
cutting the fence so I could get out as the fence
still trapped me. The police arrived but we had a
long wait for the ambulance as it came all the way
from Ewell, a long way away. The police told us to
sit in the fire engine as it was starting to rain. The
lorry had stopped a long way up on the hard
shoulder but the driver was from an Italian
company and did not speak English.

A taster for the 2I's night down at the 100 Club.
Tony Papard
Issue 50
Hi Keith,
Just a rushed few lines to say I dug No. 50 much!
It was a shade behind No. 49 mainly because that
issue was extra funny and zany – to me anyway –
via Ken Major, Tony Papard, Mr Angry, Tony
Wilkinson were all hot last issue indeed. I did dig
much the 18-year-old Jerry Lee Lewis fan article –
he is a fine writer. Also Alan Lloyd, man he had
fine pages even if desperately sad, I love Jesse
Mae Hemphill – wow.
Breathless Dan O’Coffey

When the ambulance arrived they checked us all
out but they said I would have to go to East Surrey
Hospital at Redhill as my hand was cut and very
badly bruised and swelling up fast. John and Dave
stayed with the car which had to be towed to a
breakdown garage where they would eventually
collect a hire car. I had my wound cleaned up and
an x-ray where they said I had got away with it, no
broken bones.

Mr Angry Plots His Revenge

As I was leaving the x-ray department I got lost
and walked through a ward where I saw a face I
recognised. It was a friend from the Wimbledon
Village Club where I drink visiting his mother-inlaw, another example of what a small world this is.
Then I phoned John to find out what was
happening. I was expecting to get a train back
home but they said wait at the hospital and they
would pick me up in the hired car. In John’s view,
the show must go on, it takes more than this to
stop us from seeing the music we love.

Mr A tells us he has written 250 job applications
and received only three interviews. Wise up
laddie! Nobody is going to give us a job at our age
unless it’s stacking sausage rolls in Morrison’s. I
was made redundant at 57 and went freelance.
Should have done it 30 years ago.
And another thing; if he wants to know what
“angry” really is, tell him to knock on my door and
call me a scallywag, ne’er do well, loafer, slacker
or spray can operative. But he’d better be careful.
I've known how to deal with his type in this leafy
borough.
Your obedient servant,
Sonny Boy Williamson III
Eel Pie Island
Twickenham.

When we got to Pontins I saw Keith Woods who
asked me how I was going to eat (as my arm was
in a sling) I said I hadn’t thought about that but
somebody would have to cut up my food like a
baby. However, I didn’t have anything to eat that
evening, only beer to take away the pain. It was
well worth going to the show as I enjoyed it very
much even though I was in pain with my arm.
Bouncing Brian Jessup

Rhythm Riot Ring Road Wreck
John, Dave and myself (Brian) were on our way to
Rhythm Riot. As we were driving along the M25,
somewhere near Clackett’s Lane, we were in the
centre lane passing a massive lorry in the
nearside lane when I saw the winkers flashing. I
shouted to John “He’s coming out!” and, at that
moment, the lorry hit the rear of Soulboy’s car and
span us around four times. Somehow it knocked
us in front of the lorry. I said, “What are you
doing?” to John as I was in a state of shock.









Brian’s Review
The Chicago Blues Festival
The Banana Peel Club,
Ruiselede, Belgium
A very enjoyable gig was seen at the Banana Peel
Club. It’s a great little club, but it gets very
crowded every time we have been there (once a
year) and this was our fourth visit. Incidentally, the
toilets are outside in the open but they have fitted
new ones since last year and they even have a
light bulb now so you can see where you are

We then smashed into a wooden fence, which
speared through the car, bringing us to a halt.
One piece of the fence went through the back
window just missing my head and showering me
with glass everywhere - in my shoes and trousers
- the other piece spearing through the back door
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aiming. I went with Soulboy’s brother Rod who
likes soul (blues) women and this year it consisted
of Trudy Lynn and the sons of bluesmen Donald
Kinsey and Wayne Baker Brooks’ Band. I thought
the last two might be too heavy rock for me but
they turned out to be nice and bluesy.

At the end of the show Rod got Trudy to sign the
six CDs of hers that he owns; she was so pleased
to see her own CDs she went round showing the
band that she had made so many.
Next day was spent getting Christmas beer etc. in
France followed by a nice meal and a few pints of
Guinness.
Brian Jessup

We arrived about 7.15 and already the venue was
filling up, standing room only. The first band on
were a local Belgian band called Rude Roots who
were very enjoyable; they had a good sax player
and piano man and they played some well-known
blues numbers starting with “Green Onions” and
then a couple of Jimmy Reed numbers. “Route
66” was next followed by “My Babe”, “I Got My
Mojo Working” and “It Must Have Been The Devil”
and a Zydeco number where the guitarist played
some nice accordion (although I can’t recall the
title).

Colin Taub

Exclusive Tailor for Edwardian Teds
Specialising in mainly Teddy Boys Suits

Colin Taub is a
specialist tailors and
has been long
established as a
family business for
over 30 years in the
east of London

The Wayne Baker Brooks’ Band supplied all the
backing to the solo singers; the first on was
Donald Kinsey who started with Memphis Slim’s
“Every Day I Have The Blues” and then “I'm
Gonna Move To The Outskirts Of Town”. Next up
was Trudy Lynn who did ”Cold, Cold Feeling”,
“Little Red Rooster”, “Down On Blues”, “Sweet
Home Chicago”. This is the best I've ever seen
her as she was much more bluesy than on
previous occasions.

Edwardian Suits
Drapes and Drainpipes
Western Jackets
Box Jackets
Gambler Coats
Tail Coats
Ladies’ Jackets
Pencil Skirts
We may also create from your own design

Next on was Wayne Baker Brooks, the son of
Lonnie, who started with “Everything’s Gonna Be
Alright” and “You Said You Loved Me”. They each
did two sets ”Woke Up This Morning” was done in
the second set by Trudy Lynn and Brooks finished
his set with “It Don’t Work Like That” and “It’s
Your Turn”. Then they all came back together for
“Shake, Rattle And Roll”, “Rock Me Baby” and an
encore of that corny number “Hey, Hey The Blues
Is All Right”.

Unit 11, Broadway Market Mews, Hackney E8 4TS
Tel: 020 7275 9735 Mobile: 07801 549251

Bruno Hofer Platz 1
80937 München
Germany
Tel: 089/311 39 18
Fax: 089/311 29 31
rockithydra@t-online.de
www.rockithydra.de
email for a catalogue of CDs, DVDs
and LPs

Brian with Trudy Lynn
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“GAS GUZZLERS WITH
CHROMIUM GRINS”

A young guy who lived in the flat next door had a
1963 Buick Skylark. A very nice motor but with
none of the cachet of the 1953 model.

by Neil Foster

I remember reading in the ‘50s about the
fabulously wealthy oil sheikhs who bought Cadillac
convertibles in packets of 20 and if they broke
down in the desert, they just left them there and
didn’t bother to have them repaired.

Yes, you’ve guessed it – this is an article about
1950’s American cars; those incredible Jurassic
jalopies (just enough alliteration there) which, after
half a century, still turn heads and dazzle the eye.

Almost as extravagant was Bill Haley who bought
five Cadillac Eldorados at once in cash at the
height of his success!

Most Rock'n'Rollers also love these cars and they
are one of the four instantly recognisable symbols
of the 1950s (the other three are a jiving couple,
Teddy Boys and vintage jukeboxes).

An unexpected supporter of American cars was
Stirling Moss. A long time ago, he was asked by a
journalist which car he preferred for ordinary, dayto-day motoring and instead of giving the
expected names (Jaguar, Ferrari, Lotus) he
mentioned that his ideal conveyance would be
American, automatic and push-button everything.

I saw my first American car in the same year that I
bought my first Rock’n’Roll record – 1956. There
was a garage in my hometown of Prescot which
had a showroom. One day, with a thrill, I noticed
a huge, black Cadillac saloon looming behind the
sober Rovers, Austins and Fords.

I remember how surprised I was at his choice until
some time later I read another article in which he
described his high-tech, automated, computerised
home, in which everything, from the lights to the
garage door, was controlled automatically. No
wonder he loved those cars!

It was almost as if you had suddenly discovered a
panther in your cat’s basket: the Caddy made the
British cars look like Dinky toys.
I don’t know where the garage had acquired this
exotic monster (the giant USAAF base of
Burtonwood was not far away. Could one of the
officers have sold it to them to pay his bar bill?)
but they never sold it. Who, in the year of Suez,
could afford to run such a car, anyway?

They were not just a means of transport but a way
of life and the epitome of the American Dream.
The USA was the only country that had emerged
from the Second World War richer than when it
went in. The colossal manufacturing effort that
had flooded the battlefields of Europe and Asia
with war machines in prodigal numbers was now
devoted to flooding the roads of America with
automobiles the like of which had never been
seen before.

From then on, I was hooked. There were plenty
of films then featuring American cars, from the
Judy Holliday comedy “The Solid Gold Cadillac” to
“Hollywood or Bust “ with Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis to “The Girl Can’t Help It” and plenty of
references in the records of the time to wellknown makes of auto (which ensured their instant
banning from the BBC’s airwaves, e.g. “Beep
Beep” by the Playmates).

At a time when British cars didn’t even have
heaters, the most ordinary American saloon had
power steering, effortless automatic transmission,
huge engines, shattering acceleration and
gimmicks galore.

What was a “cherry red Jidney”? How fast was a
“Hot Rod Lincoln”? What make of car was a
“Rocket 88”? And was this the same “88” that
Little Richard sang about in “Rip It Up”? Was
Chuck Berry right when he sang, “Nothing can
touch my V8 Ford”? And what was a V8?

Once the post-war steel shortages had been
overcome, the economy boomed. Speed and
power became an industry obsession and even
cars which would never have been regarded as
racers (like Cadillac or Lincoln) were entered in
events like the Mexican Road Race (Carrera
Panamericana) and won! (The Cadillac even
managed to out-accelerate the Jaguar up to 90
m.p.h.)

It took me a long time to find out. Over the years I
encountered a few of these cars. When I lived in
Leyton E10 in the early 80s, I used to see a
beautiful, immaculate ’57 Chevrolet Bel Air
cruising around and I even saw it parked by itself
in a lonely street in Central London, one quiet
Sunday night.

President Eisenhower had authorised an act in
1956 which led to the building of 41,000 miles of
Interstate Highways. Along these cruised 18-foot
leviathans, their horsepower increasing year by
year, until the ‘57 Chevrolet reached the goal of
“one horsepower per cubic inch”.

For the first (and only) time in my life, I was
tempted to steal a car (or rather “borrow” it, as I
had no intention of keeping it). I would hot-wire it
and roar off to the Ace café, stopping only to pick
up a Rock’n’Roll chick.
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accomplish this required loads of switches, relays
and 600 foot of wiring. However, when the top
was stored in the boot, there was no room for any
luggage! This option cost $350 more than a
standard convertible which in any case, the public
preferred.
Then there was the Edsel, a very expensive
mistake for Ford (well, everyone makes mistakes:
even Cadillac put chrome on the brake pedals of
some of the early Eldorados!). It was intended to
fill a supposed gap in the market, which didn’t
actually exist and the timing of its appearance,
during a recession in the car industry, was as
inept as its reliability (half the cars produced
developed faults).

Not all the cars of the ‘50s were garish,
overchromed disasters. The 1956 Continental
Mark ll was a stylistic triumph, with elegant,
restrained lines; very expensive but a true
enduring classic. Elvis had one, parked on the
drive of Graceland, with the ignition key in the
lock, ready to go, like all his other cars.

Some said it was the notorious oval radiator grille
which put off buyers. It was compared to a
lavatory seat or (if you had a dirty mind) a vulva.
(Reminds me of the theorising of Vance Packard,
the American sociologist/psychologist who
maintained that men bought convertibles
because, subconsciously, they yearned for a
mistress. Or that other theory that men who drive
big cars are subconsciously compensating for
having a small penis. No comment!).

The 1955 Chrysler 300 was another beautiful car
with clean lines but it was much more: the fastest
two-door production car in the world at that time,
with a top speed of 130m.p.h. and with a
differential that gave it a 0-60 time of 4 seconds!

If the Ford Skyliner was the most gimmicky car of
the ‘50s, the most way-out car must be the
Cadillac Eldorado Biarritz of 1959. “Screaming
Insanity”, one writer called it. Let me try to
describe the indescribable.
Imagine two
multicoloured guided missiles have smashed into
a large ice-cream van which has just mated with a
dodgem car. That was the Biarritz.

Then there was the breathtaking Cadillac
Eldorado of 1953 which only 532 lucky people
could afford; the even more expensive Cadillac
Eldorado Brougham of 1957 ($13,000) with its
brushed aluminium roof, quadruple headlights,
centre-opening doors and air suspension (sadly, it
leaked and was eventually replaced).

I haven’t mentioned the 2-seater Ford
Thunderbird, the fibreglass Corvette, the very
advanced Tucker, the Kaiser Dragon, the De Soto
and so many more great American cars of the
‘50s because I do not want to make this article a
mere list of names. However, I must mention the
1959 Plymouth Fury because that was the car I
fell in love with in London in 1963, when I saw it
parked on the forecourt of a car showroom in
Finchley Road.
I am proud to say that I own three ‘50s American
classics: a red and white 57 Corvette, a pink
Cadillac Eldorado Biarritz (1959) and a blue 1955
Ford Thunderbird. They are all in mint condition
because they are still in their original boxes!
Yes, they are only scale models, of course, but
you have got to start somewhere!

Then there were the oddballs, like the amazing
1957 Ford Galaxie 500 Skyliner. This was the
only car with a retractable hardtop and to

THE END
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Paul Barrett
Remembers…

to the main hall.
There I see it; the curtains are parted,
Quintessance are panic stricken on stage along
with the pregnant woman and certainly the goat.
Our bassist Steve ‘The Perc’ Percy, splendid in
his silver drape with black silk edging, stands
holding the curtain with one hand, his battered
bass guitar hanging round his neck, giving violent
V signs to the group and shouting, “F*ck off you
f*cking hippies” etc etc

When what’s left of the local Rock'n'Roll gang get
together and swap stories, one of mine that
always gets a big reaction is when Shakin’
Stevens and the Sunsets met Quintessance, a
bunch of put on doped up mods play acting at
being Buddhists.
So during 1970 we played Brighton Polytechnic
and the band went over very well. Much rockin’
and boppin’ and tearin’ it up. The band return to
their large dressing room to find this bunch in
there too, with a pregnant woman, a goat, a dog
or two, them in their robes chanting and stuff like
that. The band says, “Cool”, start drinking,
smoking shucking and jiving and so on. The
phoney Buddhists crack up, call the Students’
Social Secretary and say they cannot share the
dressing room with us, “The vibes are wrong”.

I go to the front of the stage asking him to come
down and have a smoke with the Fat Harry guys.
Steve pauses when the mistake is made of the
students grabbing his legs. Steve clutches the
curtains and will not let go. So he is fully
outstretched across the curtains still with his guitar
hanging, still screaming at the group. This
seemed to go on for a very long time.
In the end Quintessance left the stage. Then ‘The
Perc’ at last let go and staggered off, a certain
victor in this uneven tug of wear. Did the group go
back on? Did the gig recover? Did the Fat Harry’s
come down? No idea, we split, we had another gig
the next day.

Shaky and Ace the black powerhouse pianist say
words to the effect of “F*ck ‘em, let’s go to the
bar”. The guitarist says he’ll watch the rest of the
gig (we often had trouble with our guitarists). The
bass player (of whom more later) slinks off while
me and my pal rockin’ Louie are shown into the
tiny dressing room of American trio Formerly Fat
Harry, ex Country Joe and the Fish and real
hippies but nice guys. So we take in some beers
and pass them around when they roll a couple of
joints. “That’ll do nicely,” I say. Lou says “Huh?” I
repeat my statement.

Paul Barrett
(Even the bad times weren’t that bad!)









Sharp As A Switchblade

Later Lou and I are flying so decide to leave the
now smoke clogged tiny dressing room and the,
by now, extremely flaked out hippies. We head for
the bar when I notice Lou is sort of bouncing along
as he walks. Okay a beer will straighten him out.

Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises

Outside the bar, sat on a table, is this raunchy
young chick with a short tight skirt, legs apart
giving alla the cats a preview of the main
attraction. Lou checks this out but keeps on
bouncing right up to the bar and asks for half a
pound of butter. This throws the bar person. Lou
tries again but all he can do is repeat his request
for butter. Shook up, the bar staff threaten to call
security. I realise Lou is trying to say a pint of
bitter (you can see why I was the manager) so we
get the beer and head on out.

(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to
coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, the Jive
Romeros to Matchbox, Wee Willie
Harris to Darrel Higham. With Linda
Gail Lewis, Charlie Gracie, 'Big' Al
Downing, Billy Lee Riley, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, the '56 Blue
Caps etc. etc. From Germany, the
Lennerockers, Big Bad Shakin' and
from Finland, King Drapes etc.

We see the chick in the same position and Lou
beams in on her; extending his index finger he
thrusts bingo right on target. The chick freaks,
students rally to her rescue. Lou asks for more
butter. Troublesville.

One call, book 'em all.

And then along comes a near to tears Social
Secretary and Entertainment Committee with a
posse. “Stop him!” they cry, “You must stop him”.
They drag me and an increasingly bemused Lou

Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@amserve.com
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VINCE EAGER AND
ROCKOLA

Vince turned in a unique and haunting version of
this song, wonderful stuff.

The Water Rats
Theatre & Bar, Kings
Cross, London
5th August 2006.
For those old enough to be in possession of or
just about to obtain a bus pass, one will have fond
memories of the Larry Parnes touring revues that
criss-crossed the UK.
They generally either
opened or closed at the Odeon, Southend-on-Sea
and I do not think that I missed any of them. I
have fond memories of Billy Fury lying full length
on the stage shagging the microphone stand or
puffing away at a cigarette (that kept going out)
whilst singing ‘Wondrous Place’. Then there was
The Sheik Of Shake, Dickie Pride, who went into
convulsions at a whim, an excellent showman.

Between numbers, Eager told of various highlights
of his career, including a few references to his
friendship with Eddie Cochran and Gene Vincent.
He also sang a good version of ‘Be Bop A Lula’
but sadly did not include ‘Five Days, Five Days’
that he covered for a release on the Parlophone
label. The reality of the situation is that Vince has
never stopped performing, be it in the seventies
(when he performed in a musical stage play
revolving around Elvis Presley) or as the
entertainment director for fifteen years on various
cruise liners. This has stood him in good stead as
the man is a true professional on the stage, an
entertainer with a rockin’ edge.

On one occasion, I recall Vince Eager appearing
at the second house with a plaster cast on his leg.
Apparently, he had got a little excited in the first
show of the evening and had accidentally fallen
into the orchestra pit.
Such were the
requirements of touring in those days, possibly
down to demands of Mr. Pounds ‘n’ Pence
Parnes, that after a quick visit to Southend
General Hospital between houses, Vince was
back on the stage.
Fast forward some odd forty-five years and here
was the same Vince Eager on stage backed up by
his own band, Rockola. Indeed, one could say
that this was a family affair as the group included
two of Vince’s sons and a daughter-in-law. Tight,
professional and more than competent musicians,
they provided a powerful and sympathetic backing
to Mr. Eager. This was billed by the ‘Tales From
The Woods Promotions’ as the return of Vince to
his rockin’ days and this in the main proved to be
the case.

There was only one incident that marred an
otherwise thoroughly enjoyable evening and this
was the misguided antics of the over zealous
under-manager of the Water Rats Theatre when
he declared to all and sundry that time was up and
demanded that Vince and his group leave the
stage. Totally unprofessional and I would go as
far as to say that the young man is in the wrong
profession.
Vince will be back at the 100 Club in Oxford
Street, London, on Sunday, 28 January 2007 for
the tribute show to the 2i’s Coffee Bar, a venue
that has the distinction for being known as the
cradle of British Rock’n’Roll back in the fifties.
Also announced as appearing are Wee Willie
Harris, Big Jim Sullivan, Clem
Cattini, Buddy Britten, Dave
Sampson, Russ Sainty and
flying in from Sweden, Terry
Wayne.
I understand that
negotiations are well advanced
with other names who kick
started their careers at the 2i’s.
Looks good.
© Tony Wilkinson
October 2006.

Possessing a powerful baritone voice that is now
a little deeper than his early days, he performed a
good selection of numbers that ranged from the
rockin’ ‘Gum Drop’ and ‘Lend Me Your Comb’
(both from that hard to find Decca label E.P.
issued back in 1958) through beat ballads such as
a first rate interpretation of ‘This Should Go On
Forever’ and ‘It’s Only Make Believe’ to memories
of his early days as a skiffler with a medley of
songs associated with Lonnie Donegan.
I
suppose that ‘No Other Baby’ could also fit into
the last mentioned category as it was composed
by Dickie Bishop (who recorded it twice, one as a
straight forward skiffle tune and once as a
Rock’n’Roll song) and more than successfully
covered in the USA by Bobby Helms. However,
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BOOK REVIEW

the squalor, the violence (an attack by a local
gang led to his moving to Bristol for a while), his
criminal career (he specialized in climbing roofs
and robbed warehouses for a while). There is
also a harrowing account of his experiences as a
psychiatric nurse on the very night that President
Kennedy’s assassination is announced.

by Neil Foster
Liverpool, the Fifth Beatle: An AfricanAmerican Odyssey
By P. Willis-Pitts (Large quarto)
300 pages Over 250 rare photos
Published by Amazon Press (USA)
2000 £20.40
ISBN 0-9703118-0-X

However, there is a lot of humour in the book, as
you would expect, and his account of an
attempted interview with a very hostile and
drunken Sonny Boy Williamson at the Cavern is
hilarious. Somewhere else (can’t find the page)
he makes the astonishing statement that it was
quite normal for a working-class couple in
Liverpool to drink 35 bottles of beer (her) and 20
pints of Guinness in a night (him)! Never! They
wouldn’t have had the money, mate, let alone the
capacity!
As the book is intended for American audiences
there are notes at the back explaining puzzling
words/phrases etc. Some of these notes are
wrong! For example, he says that NEMS stands
for “Northern England Music” when of course it
means “North End Music Stores”. Nor is a Teddy
Boy “an early ‘60s teenager”. ‘50s, Mr Willis-Pitts,
‘50s!

This curiously-titled work by its curiously-named
author has been around for some years, as you
see, but as it was published in the USA, it has
never been easy to get hold of.
I bought my copy on the Net and although
expensive (£25 with postage) it is worth buying for
the wonderful, evocative illustrations of 50s/60s
Liverpool and the group scene of that time.

Even if you think his theories are a bit far-fetched,
this does not alter the fact that the book is a
marvellously entertaining and informative read.
1950s/60s Merseyside comes to life as vividly as
the Old West in his well-written and perceptive
text.
THE END


The author grew up in Liverpool 8 (so did my best
friend of that time, Charlie Richmond) so it is a
feast of nostalgia for me. He compares the
working-class environment of those early groups,
like the Beatles, with the poor African Americans
in the big cities of the USA.







Oi, Mister, Gis Back
Our Wall
(Memories of an aging ex-pat Chav)
We used to 'ave this 'ere Wall in Deutschland. It
were bril! Yer could spray fings on it, chuck fings
over it to make the mines go orf, and it kept the
bleedin' Ossies aht, innit?

So he alternates between chapters detailing his
social theories and others dealing with graphic
descriptions of his life in Liverpool 8 – the poverty,
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Nah they pulled it dahn, and the bleedin' Ossies
'ave pulled the country dahn wiv it. Deutschland
uber alles! Not any more, they came West and
took all our bleedin' jobs, doin' 'em fer pocket
money. And most of the lazy bastards still over
there in the East are on the dole, and we're
bleedin' paying for 'em.

My girlfriend, she was on the game. Used to go up
to the Wall at night and flash 'er tits at the DDR
border guards. She got 26 of 'em to jump over the
wall fer a bitta nookie. Course once they were
over she told 'em to sling their 'ook if they only 'ad
bleedin' Ostmarks. But quite a few of 'em 'ad
Deutschmarks or Yankee dollars, so she did orl
right. Me and my mates would 'ave bets on
whevver she could get an Ossie border guard to
jump the Wall, then we'd flog 'is uniform to
tourists. We'd film 'em having a bitta nookie and
flog that too. It were wicked!

OK, it was great when we smashed up the Wall
wiv mallets and stuff. I like smashing fings up. Bril
when we blew the mines up by frowing chunksa
Wall into 'em. Like fireworks night!

All this fun stopped in October '89 when we pulled
the Wall dahn. Now we're flooded wiv these
bleedin' Ossies. We Wessies don't like 'em. Gi's
back our Wall, and send 'em all back behind it!
I gotta few mates wot come from the East, they
want their Wall back too. Said they were much
better orf in the DDR wiv their cheap flats, cheap
grub and cheap fares. They even miss their old
Trabby car. And they always 'ad a job, no
unemployment. And a good pension to look
forward to. Now they're on the dole, can't find a
job anywhere - all their bleedin' Ossie mates 'ave
taken 'em.

Then we got all their factories and stuff dirt cheap.
Made out they were clapped out and got 'em fer
peanuts. Like the bril Carl Zeiss works in Jena my dad made a packet out of that. We never told
'em it was the best optical factory in the world, so
got it for a bleedin' song!
We did lotsa that, bled the old DDR dry. Course
we were doin' it fer years. My dad 'ad a cheap flat
in East Berlin before the Wall went up. They 'ad
cheap grub over there too, the DDR government
subsidized it all. 'E worked in West Berlin, earned
loadsa dosh. Never paid any taxes to the
Commies, just took all their subsidies. 'E said it
were bril. 'E were on night shift when they put the
Wall up, so 'ad to leave 'is cheap flat. 'E's
German, but my mum's English. I was born in
Befnal Green.

We've all joined the NPD. We shave our 'eads
and beat up foreigners, and some of the Ossies
who've taken our jobs. Them and those Turkish
bastards, they orl work fer peanuts! We need old
Adolf to sort 'em all aht. Or else send 'em all East
and put the bleedin' Wall up again to keep the
bastards there fer good.
We even got a bleedin' Ossie for Chancellor.
Angela Merkel, she and 'er dad moved from
'amburg to Leipzig before the Wall went up.
Bleedin' traitors! Now she's running our bloody
country into the ground, giving jobs to all 'er Ossie
friends. The bloody Commies 'ave taken over.
She was in the Commie Free German Youth in
the DDR, and she's still a bleedin' Commie! Send
'er and 'er friends back, and Wall 'em all in!

Anyway we moved back to West Berlin. The Wall
surrounded us 'cos we was 100 miles inside the
DDR and they walled us in so we couldn't get at
their cheap food, flats and stuff. But I was a Brit so
I could go over there and buy all their stuff up
cheap. It were bril! Could sell 'em all sortsa stuff
too, which they could only get wiv Western dosh in
the Intershops. I made a packet selling jeans 'n'
stuff to 'em, and buying up their cheap food and
floggin' it in West Berlin.

And we don't want no bleedin' Czechs, Poles or
'Ungarians over 'ere eiver. Wall 'em all in again,
that's wot I say, innit?
Tony Von Papard
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DUANE EDDY – BOSS
GUITAR

blanket of bright and glittering stars, the haunting
sound of that guitar reverberating in our heads.

by Neil Foster

We just had to see him when he came to the
Liverpool Empire in 1959. He was first booked as
a support act on a package show featuring Bobby
Darin and Clyde McPhatter but proved so popular
that within 24 hours of that package tour ending,
he was asked to stay on as top of the bill on his
own show.

DUANE EDDY – what a great stage-name!
There’s a twang in the first name and an echo in
the second! And it’s his real name, of course,
disregarding his middle name, Jerome.
Best of all, like all the best Rock'n'Rollers of the
‘50s, he has never changed his essential style and
sound. Not so his appearance. I saw him three
times over a period of 25 years and each time he
looked so different he could have been an
impostor. (The last time, at the G-Mex Centre in
Manchester, he was wearing a black trilby and
looked oddly like Freddy Kreuger, minus the
fingernails and the scary face!). He is different
again today, sporting a full beard and a hat.

At the time, Jack Good wrote a pop column in
“Disc” magazine and he said about this tour, “I
expected his amplifier to be immense”. So did we
all but it wasn’t.
However, his sound was
immense, sounding just like the records, proving
that it was neither a gimmick nor a studio creation.
My most vivid memory of that show is the spoken
intro he gave just before playing the wonderful “330 Blues”. In his soft, gentle voice he asked the
audience to picture one of the little blues clubs
you find in the Southern States “and when you go
in them in the early hours of the morning” (“With
you?” interrupted a young girl in the front row,
obviously as smitten by his good looks as by his
dynamic guitar-playing) “you hear the band playing
something like this...” (Sax-player, Steve Douglas,
recalled that this number took two and a half days
to record in the studio. Also, B.B. King, no less,
came backstage at a Duane Eddy show to
express his admiration for this number and Duane
did not recognise him!)
Duane himself has
said, “…I never even
heard much blues until
early ’58. I started
hanging out with them
(The Sharps – the
black vocal group on
his recordings) and
that’s how I learned to
play the blues.”

Jukebox operators in the ‘50s must have loved
Duane. His fantastic, booming, bottomless, bass
sound (he deserves all that alliteration) was tailormade for the jukebox. (I read a long time ago that
jukeboxes produce almost perfect bass notes.)

Another unforgettable
memory of that night in
Liverpool is that I was convinced his bass-player
was either dead or one of the undead! I have
never seen any musician so static – only his
fingers moved; the rest of his body seemed to
have been made out of cement. I said to my
friend, Charlie, “Is that guy dead?”

But how did he get that unique, unmistakeable
sound? His records even sounded thrilling when
played on the tiny (and tinny) speakers inside the
old Dansette record-players.

Duane Eddy made such an impression on that
tour that he was runner-up to Elvis as “The
World’s Outstanding Musical Personality” in the
NME Poll for 1959 and the next year he even
toppled Elvis. An amazing feat for such a quiet,
unassuming, instrumentalist who said little but
whose guitar said it all for him.

I have an imperishable recollection of holidays in
Talacre, North Wales in a primitive bungalow (with
an oil-drum for a toilet!) in the late ‘50s. My friend
and I haunted the amusement arcades of Rhyl
and fed the jukes incessantly in order to hear
“Yep”, “Ramrod”, “Cannonball”, “40 Miles of Bad
Road” and “Peter Gunn”.

If I concentrate on his Fifties recordings, please
forgive me as those are the ones that I never get

Sometimes we had to walk home at midnight
along pitch-black Welsh roads with the sky a
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tired of, even after nearly 50 years. Perhaps in the
future I shall write of his later achievements as I
am well aware he is not stuck in the past and if
you wish to know more of what he is doing now,
please contact Arthur J.G. Moir of the Duane Eddy
Circle (details in the notes at the end of this
article.)

Years”.
Re-issue producer Bob Jones (The
George Martin of Rock’n’Roll!), sleeve notes by
John P.Dixon , Rob Finnis, and Jim Grant (Amen!
Thrice!) and all in a great 84 page, profusely
illustrated hardback book. I’ll never sell this
masterpiece of a boxed set – it will be buried with
me!

But back to the $64,000 question: how the hell did
he get that fabulous sound?

Sorry I haven’t had time to phone or write or email
you, folks, for permission to quote from your
interviews. You may have heard of the saying
“Young Man In A Hurry” – well, I am an “Old Man
In A Hurry!” Pushing 70, with one foot in the
grave and the other I try to keep out of the way of
the wheels of the hearse that is coming for me!

Take your pick:
a) The $200, 2000 gallon water tank with a
$4 mike at one end and a 60% speaker at
the other, outside the studio?
b) That Gretsch 6120 with the Bigsby
tremolo arm?
c) His amplifier? (Duane,” “I had this amp
that was more powerful than any on the
market at the time. It didn’t actually make
it louder but it made the sound clearer.”)
d) The echo-chamber at Goldstar that he
used?
e) The
superb
production
by
Lee
Hazelwood?
f) The way he played?
g) Any combination of any of the above?
Before you answer, remember what Lee
Hazelwood said:
“It was 50% the sound
production which was me and 50% Duane
because the way Duane played and God knows
what that is, I don’t understand it yet today. But
whatever it is, the way he played worked.”
Well, if his own producer didn’t know how he got
that sound, then I’m sure I don’t! I think I’ll just
play the records and not worry about a thing…
You might be puzzled by my description of Duane
Eddy as “Boss Guitar”. What! you cry in disbelief,
echoing Sharon Sheeley’s jibe, “He can play a few
riffs”, was he a better guitarist than Cliff Gallup,
James Burton, Scotty Moore etc? Of course not!
I am simply saying that on his own records his
presence was absolutely indispensable – without
him there would have been no hit. (And this,
although Steve Douglas maintains that many of
them (Peter Gunn, especially) were really
saxophone instrumentals.)

2.
I have just read a review of Lee
Hazlewood’s last CD release (because he is dying
from terminal cancer) CAKE OR DEATH,
reviewed in the free newspaper METRO, which is
found lying around on buses and trains in the
North West. The reviewer has made it “Album of
the Month” but curiously, she is more interested in
the fact that Hazlewood started the career of
Gram Parsons and then had a successful
collaboration with Nancy Sinatra than in his
association with Duane Eddy, mentioned only as
playing on one of the tracks, a re-make of the
huge hit “Boots”, and described by her as “big
band jazz-noir”, whatever that is.

There are no tribute bands/artists to Duane Eddy
because, as we have discovered, no one but he
could wield the mighty guitar. I’ve got just one
final word for you – SHAZAM!

3.
If you are a fan of Duane’s then you need
to join THE DUANE EDDY CIRCLE, P.O. Box
203, Sheffield S1 1XU, UK. Arthur J.G. Moir
produces a very fine magazine, always featuring
great colour pages, of all things Duane. His web
site is http://www.duaneeddycircle.com

THE END
Notes:
1.
Most of the direct quotes in the latter part
of this article are taken from the superb boxed set
put out by Bear Family in 1994 “Duane Eddy,
Twangin’ From Phoenix to L.A., The Jamie
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Music Is The Spice
Of Life
Out of the Soho night into the ‘Spice of Life’, out of
the cold into the warmth of this music bar, from
the noise of the traffic in Moor Street to the sound
of ‘Foote’s’ groove jam session. As I made my
way downstairs the sound of a flute reached lazily
above the rest of the group to welcome me to this
inviting place. Mehdi and the house band were
already laying it down and well into the groove.
Words like James Brown and backing group
spring to mind, so much so that, as I ate my lamb
casserole; I thought I heard some one say ‘Pass
the peas’!

Victoria sang a jazz number, backed by John
Taylor on drums, the group becoming a visual
counter point; ‘Youth and Experience’. Musicos,
singers changed all the time and there was even a
Brazilian playing on the Latin kit. As I left, the
magical flute again followed me up the stairs and
out of the hot groove into the cold December night
of Soho.
Tony Annis

Andrew Ranum, the manager, has music every
night
of
the
week
–
check
out
www.spiceoflifesoho.com or phone 020 7437
7013 to find out what’s on. Bob helps the stage
electrics etc. and is most welcoming.









BEATLES MYTHS AND
MEMORIES

Robert Wilson, a director of Foote’s, hosts this
free night every first Tuesday of the month.
Mehdi, controls the ‘Big Red Book’ one of the
most important jobs in the evening, because
musicians come from far and wide to jam and the
big Red one holds the order of play – so get in
early as there are always more musicians than
time and this gig is always packed out.

by Neil Foster
A recent
common
the false
seen the
days.

survey concluded that two of the most
lies among the general population were
claims that the person interviewed had
Beatles or the Stones in their very early

Well, I did see the Beatles in their very early days
and that is a fact! However, many of the
statements one reads in the pop histories of their
early years, I believe, are just plain wrong.
Take the hoary old legend that they set Liverpool
alight when they first appeared at the Litherland
th
Town Hall on December 27 1960. (I was not
present at that historic show, by the way.)
The session crosses all genres – this night the
House Band kicked the evening off with their
groove beat and then there were visitors from Oz

The group were so little-known then that the
description on the poster “Direct from Hamburg”
apparently led some beat fans to assume that the
Beatles were a German group.
The story goes that their stage-act was so
devastating and impressive that at a stroke they
wiped out all the local opposition and started their
irresistible rise to world fame and acclaim.
Why do the story-tellers always assume that this
is the only way to interpret the events of that
night? It could be that all it proved was not how
good the Beatles were but how bad the opposition
was!

– Cora James, with her sexy voice, growled her
way through a New Orleans, ‘R & B’ number – self
penned by John Hill playing keyboard, sounding
like shuffle piano.

The authorised version of the Beatles’ story goes
like this: the Beatles were no good at all when
they started but when they went to Hamburg and
were told by club-owner Bruno Koschmider to
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“Mak Schau” (“Put on a show – move
around/jump around”) they did so in a punishing
routine of 8 hours or more on stage. This crashcourse in showmanship, we are told, transformed
them into a tight little rocking band, which is why
they were so impressive at Litherland Town Hall.

magnificent feat of memory!
As for Wooler, let me quote from Spencer Leigh’s
book on Bob Wooler, “The Best of Fellas”
(Drivegreen Publications Ltd, 2002)
“It was an amazing night. When I did hear the
Beatles, I was fabergasted. Other groups were
playing what was in the charts – they felt
reassured that way. The Beatles liked obscure R
& B stuff.”

The only problem with this version of events for
me is that I cannot remember ever being
impressed by the Beatles at all in those days.
Perhaps our leader, John Day, summed it up best,
“The only thing that impressed us about the
Beatles was how impressed other people were by
them!”

Well, the group I later joined, “The Delacardoes”,
were playing in Liverpool at the same time and
they played “obscure R & B stuff” and non-chart
material as well! Why does Wooler assume the
Beatles were the only ones doing this?

Nor do I think that the approbation of the Hamburg
audiences was necessarily a guarantee of quality.
The Germans are world-famous, and rightly so,
for their classical giants, Bach and Beethoven but
I have no respect for their taste in pop music –
oompah bands and the like. One of their most
prominent home-grown bands was called “The
Rattles” which might seem a rocking name to
Germans but for us British has comic
connotations (babies’ rattles and those oldfashioned wooden- ratchet football rattles).

Other groups then were similarly adventurous and
not afraid to take risks. “The Bluegenes” at that
time specialised in skiffle and Trad Jazz at the
Cavern. One night in early 1961 I even heard
them singing “Sucu Sucu”, the Laurie Johnson
pop hit, which I cannot imagine any other group
playing.
They were later re-incarnated as “The Swinging
Bluegenes”, transmogrified into a fully-fledged
Rock’n’Roll group, becoming national/international
hit-makers with their wild versions of “The Hippy
Hippy Shake” and “Good Golly Miss Molly”. I saw
them once doing an unfamiliar number, which I
later learned was “Love, Love, Love” by The
Clovers, the R & B group who had had a hit with it
in the States in 1956 but how come the
“Bluegenes” were doing it in 1961? They had
probably discovered it on an LP in one of the
many record shops in Liverpool (NEMS/Beaver
Radio/The Top Hat etc).

I was not in Hamburg during their residence there
but I have read quite widely in the literature written
by those who were who tell me that the audiences
consisted of:
o Prostitutes and their pimps
o Local gangsters, including probably some
ex-SS and ex-Gestapo men
o Drunken sailors, stoned out of their minds
o The “exi’s” (the upper class students who
were interested in existentialism and
dressed almost entirely in black clothes)
o Ordinary people

On p.244 of “The Best of Fellas”, there is a
transcript of a talk that Bob Wooler gave at a
“MerseyBeatle” Convention organised by Cavern
Tours in 1998.

No mention there of Rock’n’Roll fanatics,
connoisseurs or collectors! In fact, I doubt that if
you were to ask any of the above-mentioned
some simple questions like “Who played lead
guitar on ‘Be Bop A Lula?” or “What was the ‘B’
side of ‘Jailhouse Rock?” most of these people
would not know the right answer!
No true
Rock’n’Roll fan would have similar difficulty.

He says: “I am going to make a statement about
the Beatles”. (Stage direction for Neil Foster:
“Steps back in astonishment!”) “ If Lennon and
McCartney had not been a great song-writing duo,
the Beatles would have been another come-andgo group. The songs that they wrote were the
vital thing about the Beatles.”

According to Alan Clayson in his book “Hamburg
– The Cradle of British Rock” (1997), the Beatles
were not even the most popular group in the
Hamburg clubs – that distinction belongs to Dave
Dee and the Bostons, who later metamorphosed
into the tongue-twisting Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky,
Mick and Tich.

A revealing statement. Using his own logic, then,
th
the Beatles on December 27 1960, must have
been another “come-and-go” group, because their
song-writing ability was not known then!

But back to the saga of Litherland Town Hall.
There are a handful of names which crop up
regularly in any account of those heady days –
Allan Williams and Bob Wooler, the Cavern
compere, being the best-known, although critics
point out that Williams’ reminiscences quote
page-long conversations, reported verbatim, a

Or, if he still insists that their performance at
Litherland Town Hall was so fantastic, then his
statement that, “the songs that they wrote were
the vital thing about the Beatles” cannot be true.
Unfortunately, we cannot ask Bob Wooler which
version of the truth he wishes us to accept, as he
is dead.
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Let me give you some further observations. I
assume that Litherland Town Hall on that night
was unlicensed. If that is so, then the majority of
the audience for the Beatles would probably be
very young (12 to 17 years old). At that age,
teenagers are notoriously emotionally unstable
and easily impressed. I believe that any confident
group could have created the same effect.

forward and tried to catch a glimpse of the
Beatles. It was impossible. You could not have
put a knife-blade in between the bodies.
For fully ten minutes I walked around the
perimeter of this crowd, trying in vain to see
something (anything!) of them, but in vain. I
became rather annoyed: after all I had paid to see
them and all I could see were the backs of the
audience!
Then someone moved an arm or a leg and I
caught a glimpse of the group – part of someone’s
leg! And that, believe it or not, was all I did see of
the Beatles.
I cannot remember how long I stayed in the
Cavern but it could not have been very long as it
was apparent that these fans were not going to
move, as long as the Beatles were in the building,
let alone on stage. There was something unique
about these fans: it was as if they all had neon
signs on their foreheads, flashing “Beatles!”
“Beatles!” “Beatles!”

Now we come to another seminal date in the
st
Beatles legend: March 21 1961*, their night-time
debut at the Cavern, hosted by the “Bluegenes”. I
was there. I have never forgotten that night, not
because the group was so fantastic but because,
though a Tuesday night, the deadest night of the
week at any ballroom or club, the turnout for them
was unprecedented.

I came away convinced for the first time not only
of the Beatles’ fantastic popularity but also of the
incredible loyalty and devotion of their fans. It was
unmistakably clear to me that with such a fervent
following, their success in the pop music field was
a certainty.

I had heard of their reputation, of course, so I
wanted to see for myself. The Cavern was
unlicensed so most people had plenty to drink at a
nearby pub (“The White Star” was our favourite
haunt) and then went to the club. I arrived at
about 9.30 pm.

You will notice that I have not mentioned their
musical prowess. I remained unconvinced of this!
Nor, whatever anyone tries to tell you, were they
as popular elsewhere.
For example, they
appeared only once (and were never re-booked)
at the club where we were resident, The C.I.
(Catholic Institute), St Edward’s Old Boys,
Sandfield Park, Liverpool 15. Even drummer Pete
Best’s sex appeal did not seem to work that night!

As I descended the steps and heard the group
playing, I glanced down to my left at the dancefloor and was astonished to see that no-one was
there! Tuesday was such a dead night that even
two top groups (The Remo Four and Gerry and
the Pacemakers) could not muster more than
about 25 people, as I had witnessed once. But
never had I seen the dance-floor completely
deserted.

Nor, according to Mark Lewisohn’s wellresearched book, “The Beatles Live!”(1986) did
they go down well at another club we played, The
Civil Service Club in South Castle Street,
Liverpool 1.

I reached the bottom of the steps, looked towards
the stage, and froze, staring in open-mouthed
disbelief at the unbelievable scene before me.

The fact was that it was the Beatles’ scruffy
appearance and cocky, arrogant attitude that put a
lot of promoters off. To those who defend the
leather jackets and jeans they wore by claiming
that “Rock’n’Roll is rough, tough music so you
must look and act tough”, I would merely point out
that the man widely regarded as the wildest singer
and performer in Rock’n’Roll (Little Richard)
always wore a suit, shirt and tie – and it didn’t slow
him down at all! (Not only that, the cover of his
first LP “Here’s Little Richard” showed a sweatsoaked Richard wearing one of those shirts with
what looks like a vicious tie-pin apparently
skewering his Adam’s apple. Again, it made no
difference to his ferocious, mesmerising
dynamism!)

You couldn’t see the Beatles! You couldn’t even
see the stage! All I could see was a solid wall
consisting of the backs of what seemed hundreds
of people packed like a rugby scrum, entirely filling
the rows of chairs in front of the stage. Those at
the back were standing up, in order to see over
the heads of those in front.
The archways to the right and left of the central
aisle were just as packed, seven or eight people
deep.
When I had recovered from this shock, I walked
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My conversion to a Beatles fan came in 1964, not
1960 nor 1961. I went to see the film “A Hard
Day’s Night” then and when I heard the group
singing and playing “Things We Said Today” and
found out that they had written it (words and
music), I was impressed(for the first time!).

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
EDITORIAL BOARD:
Bo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan Olofsson,
Erik Petersson & Tony Wilkinson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
Sweden

That was a beautiful, haunting ballad, with
memorable words, as well as a tune that had
interesting chord changes. I could not understand
why they had not released songs of that quality
instead of the clumping, uninspired “Love Me Do”,
just a blues riff that does not develop, or the
hackneyed “My Bonnie”(a tune that Germans
adored, apparently).

Phone: Swedish code + 460 3467 5050
e-mail: bo@americanmusicmagazine.com
Internet: www.americanmusicmagazine.com

Millage Gilbert

In Mathew Street, there is the Arthur Dooley
statue of the Fab Four that sums up their early
impact “Four Lads Who Shook The World”.
Dooley was a Communist and his caption echoes
(consciously or unconsciously) the title of John
Reed’s account of the Russian Revolution “Ten
Days That Shook The World”.

at Stamford Arts Centre
October 20th 2006 and
Castor Village Hall October 21st 2006.
Yet another Gerard Homan “Shakedown Blues”
with an artist I last saw at the Utrecht Blues
Estafette in 1999. It was in brother Marion’s band
that Millage first began blowing the harmonica, in
his Mississippi birthplace, before moving to
Kansas City and playing guitar/harp to support his
building day job.

In the end, they shook even me! (And I am hard to
please…)
THE END
Notes

This evening Stamford Arts Centre was again
packed with the curious, and a trio led by Big Joe
Louis broke the ice with an R.L. Burnside and a
Floyd Jones blues, before 68 years young Millage
Gilbert strolled on stage.

1. I have written for TFTW for so many
years that I am aware that I may be
repeating some stories/statements that I
have made before. If so, apologies for
this to readers but I have to repeat them
in order to make my main point: that there
are still a lot of Beatles myths about!
2.

So how do I best paint the picture? Think back to
the TFTW Metro Lazy Lester gig again with Big
Joe Louis as back-up. Slim Harpo meets Jimmy
Reed, you’ve got it, that wonderful Louisianan
rolling sometimes rockin’ rhythm n’blues. The
drummer just softly skimming the skins, Millage
giving a few bursts on the harmonica and Big Joe
complimenting with just the right licks depending
over which side of the border Millage was going to
wander.

When I first told this story, I thought it was
the last time I had seen the Beatles
before they shot to world fame but after
careful thought I now realise it was the
first time they appeared at the Cavern
(night-time, that is). It must have been
because otherwise the impact would not
have been so devastating. I get things
wrong, too! Especially, dates and the
order in which things happened.







Perhaps for my sake, Millage included several
standards, e.g. Hi Heel Sneakers, Raining In My
Heart, Pledging My Love, Honest I Do, Baby What
You Want Me to Do which morphed into Fannie
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Mae, Kansas City, Key To The Highway and a
wonderful Scratch My Back. Then many more
unknown to me but of some excitement to others
e.g. Calvin Leavy’s Cummins Prison Farm, an
amusing self penned Like A Rooster On A Hen,
Hootchie Mama (a Gerard favourite), I’ll Play The
Blues For You, B.B. King’s You Upset Me Baby
which may well have been an Elmore James
number with Millage playing that slide riff without
slide, just his bare fingers. Roosevelt Syke’s Forty
Four Blues was a rockin’ delight.

problem or 2 needed to be sorted out by the stage
management, and come the 2nd half, the
uptempo standards had the audience on their feet
a-shaking their butts whilst the keyboard player
frantically switched from organ to the famous
village hall vintage piano
Why are these village hall shows such a success?
I can only put it down to the following, the local
doctor who is a vinyl blues collector and/or the
local clergy who actually holds blues gigs in the
church! . I think between them there is some big
bad mojo being laid down, but that won’t stop me
heading up the A1 to the Mary The Virgin Church,
Marholm for Robert Wolfman Belfour and his
devil’s music on December 14th!!
Ken Major

I have to mention that Big Joe Louis opened the
second half with blistering versions of Skinny
Woman and You Gotta Rock with some amazing
guitar work, which I have only seen since at the
Rhythm Riot Weekender when Big Joe played
“behind” Ray Sharpe. I thought it was a little
unfair for Millage to have to follow but quality
comes in other musical shapes as Millage was to
prove time and again.

A HISTORY LESSON AND
A QUESTION
The 8 track tape player was invented in the USA
during the early ‘60s by William Powell Lear of
Lear Jet fame. The difference between this and
the conventional cartridge was that the cartridge
used a cue track with audio tones to stop after
one play, whilst 8 track tapes had a metal foil over
the splice that triggered a solenoid to switch
tracks by changing head height. Once started the
8 track player plays indefinitely. One of the 8 track
problems was the close spacing of the 8 tracks on
the ¼ inch tape. Slight mis-adjustments of tape
height resulted in crosstalk. Some machines had
a front panel adjustment to make slight
adjustments in the head height in an effort to
eliminate the problem. Lear, who had patented his
product, focused his efforts on the car stereo
market, and in 1966 all Fords came with an indash 8 track player with Chrysler and General
Motors following suit.
Collaborations with RCA and with Ampex provided
pre-recorded music, which initially were sold in
motor stores rather than record shops. Recorders
appeared in 1969 and blank tapes were
introduced, but were phased out in 1974 to make
way for the cassette cartridge. When 8 track tapes
began to disappear, RCA continued into the mid1980’s with “Thriller”, “Like A Virgin” and “Purple
Rain” and independent labels also continued to
release material. “Trackers” collecting all things 8
track have included a Telex machine that plays a
dozen 8 tracks back to back giving 8 – 9 hours of
continuous music.

The following night Millage played Castor’s
answer to Clarksdale’s Red’s Lounge – the
famous Village Hall. The audience a hard crew of
predominately the local villagers have been well
trained by Gerard over the years, and they could
make or break the most gifted artiste. Billed as a
soul/blues gig with the Soul Crusaders complete
with horns and organ I was expecting quite a
different show, however (and secretly to my
delight) it was basically the previous show with a
heavier backing. Opening with The Sky Is Crying
and later including Goin' Down Slow and Stormy
Monday Blues if this is soul blues I'm for it, but a

What I would like to know is does anybody have
any Rock’n’Roll 8 tracks? Did any Woodie have
and use an 8 track player? Any experiences worth
mentioning? I have one solitary 8 track recording
of Cheech & Chong.
Ken Major with thanks to Chuck Baker
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slow blues/blues ballads or mid-tempo boogie
shuffles, all are fine, but the standout track for me
is the gospel-based rocker, “I Wanna Know”, this
moves along pretty smartly, dig it! In his ongoing
trawl through the country/rockabilly indie labels of
‘50s/’60s, Stompertime’s Dave Travis has most
recently trained the spotlight on the Westwood
label, which spawned a number of good boppin’
sides, and I remember picking up an Injun 45 of
N.A. Stephenson’s version of “Boogie Woogie
Country Girl”, and a repro of Billy Wayne’s
“Walking and Strolling”, from Moondogs some 30
years ago. These and 28 other Westwood
goodies make up this fine collection (STCD
22)which can stand tall alongside Stompertime
product issued up to now.

C.D. REVIEWS
Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at

Hi Kats & Kittens! For this issue I’ve decided to do
more of a general round-up of CDs I’ve recently
purchased, rather than comment on three
particular releases as I usually do. The record
companies have, as ever, been slaving away at
bringing us quality product covering all aspects of
roots music, whether the music be reissued or
new recordings. So, what has been tickling the
Bunter fancy of late?

Howlin’ Wilf and the
Vee
Jays’
debut
album from 1986, “Cry
Wilf!”, has just been
released on a Big Beat
CD (CDWIKM 51),
very timely, as its
leader, now known as
James Hunter, has
lately
achieved
considerable success
over in the States. The 14 tracks on this album
reveal a major talent on the threshold of making it
big; regrettably, this seems to have happened
belatedly (20 years later), and then only in
America; of course, Wilf/James became, and
remains still, a cult figure forever on the verge of
major success in Blighty. For a reminder of how it
all started, though, buy this. Maybe some day the
6 track-EP, “Blue Men Sing The Whites” and the
1988 album on Unamerican Activities (where Wilf
turns in great versions of Ernie K-Doe’s “Te-TaTa-Te-Ta-Ta” and Major Lance’s “Delilah”) will
make it to CD.

Firstly, those good eggs at
RPM/Shout have released
a “Best Of’ compilation by
a gentleman who was
touted as a favourite
singer of Elvis Presley,
Roy Hamilton, entitled
“Don’t Let Go” (Shout 27).
Hamilton, who died in
1969 aged just 40, scored many hits in the R&B
chart (with some achieving crossover success in
the Pop field) between 1954-61 and practically all
are here; his first smasheroo, “You’ll Never Walk
Alone”, a version of “Unchained Melody” (an R&B
number one, and number six Pop) that happens to
be my personal favourite, “Ebb Tide”, “Hurt” and
two songs dear to the hearts of bopcats
everywhere, “Don’t Let Go’, from 1958, and “You
Can Have Her”, from 1961, not forgetting Roy’s
recut of a song covered superbly by the
aforementioned Elvis, “I’m Gonna Sit Right Down
and Cry Over You”. 26 interesting tracks on this
little cracker, if Roy Hamilton’s a name new to you
and you appreciate the type of R&B singer who
can belt ’em out, you’d be well advised to
purchase this one.

And now, as they say, for something completely
different. Having seemingly exhausted their
legendary series “The Golden Age Of American
Rock’n’Roll”, the good folks at Ace now turn to the
first, presumably in a series, of “The Golden Age
Of American Popular Music”. (CDCHD 1111). Bit
of an unusual mix; “Gotta Travel On” by Billy
Grammer, “Tall Oak Tree” by Dorsey Burnette
and “Bless You” by Tony Orlando rub shoulders
with the likes of Johnny Mathis and “It’s Not For
Me To Say”, “Graduation Day” by the Rover Boys,
and “Moonlight Serenade” by the Rivieras. 28
tracks, mainly ballads; personally I liked it all, but,
in summing up, this package is more for lovers in
love than lovers of Rock’n’Roll.

Blues singer Willie
Headen recorded for
Dootsie Williams’ Dooto
label in the mid-‘50s
and Ace have put
together a 28 track
collection
of
these
recordings,
including
several
previously
unissued items, called
“Blame It On The Blues” (CDCHD 1118), the title
track being his signature song. Jim Dawson
contributes first-class notes, telling Willie’s story.
Headen’s voice reminds me of a more expressive
Percy Mayfield, virtually all the songs are either

Lastly, a welcome release in my eyes, “Billy Fury
Live At The BBC” (Decca 9841393). Totally selfexplanatory is this 41-track, 2-CD set; all of Disc
One and the first 23 tracks of Disc Two are taken
from the “Saturday Club” archives, the last three
tracks on the second CD come from a show
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called “All Our Yesterplays” which I well recall
listening to, the first “mainstream oldies” show that
I knew of, and Gene Vincent was a studio guest
round about the same time as Billy (circa 1970/71)
The timespan covers 1959-1970, and the set
includes several songs not commercially recorded
by Fury. Among these are a spirited cover of
Eddie Cochran’s then Top 10 biggie, “C’Mon
Everybody”, and a jazzy look at “Mean Woman
Blues”, from 1959, and from a couple of years
later, versions of “Sweet Little Sixteen”, Hank
Williams’ ”Lowdown Blues” and “My Baby Left
Me”. Absolutely essential for Fury fans, this, with
excellent sound mastering and booklet notes by
Spencer Leigh. And that’s it for this issue, ta-ta for
now!

report on a show by frequent visitor Big Joe
nd
Louis, on the 22 of October. The Blues Kings on
this occasion were Orlando Shearer on bass and
Pete Greatorex on drums. Among the goodies
offered by singer/guitarist Joe were “The Wiggle”,
Jimmy Deberry’s “Take A Little Chance With Me”,
Muddy Waters’ ”I’s Be Troubled” (perhaps better
known as “I Can’t Be Satisfied”) , “Christmas Eve
1993”, and “Down Jamaica Way”. Great stuff from
the UK’s finest exponent of Chicago blues, and in
between sets Joe himself spun some rare blues,
soul and gospel 45s from his own collection.
st

Diz Watson returned to the Oval on the 1 of
November, this time with the legendary saxman
Nick Pentelow, onto whose doormat a cheque or
two must plop each Christmas, as he it was who
played on Wizzard’s “I Wish It Could Be
Christmas Everyday” and who appears in the
video for same blowing enthusiastically amongst a
herd of trilling schoolkids. Both these chaps
played and sang their hearts out to much
appreciation, and Diz reprised many of the songs
I’d mentioned in the last TFTW.

BUNTER AT THE
OVAL
Following on from two reports of extremely
enjoyable shows as part of my gig round-up in the
last edition of TFTW, I’ve decided that this will be
the first of what I hope will an ongoing feature on
acts who have in recent times played a pub in
East Croydon that has acted as a natural
successor to much-missed blues venues such as
the Station Tavern, the Sir George Robey, and the
Weaver’s Arms.

Shaky Vic was a popular figure in the bluesaccommodating pubs and clubs in and around
London twenty or thirty years back and, during a
th
show at the Oval on the 5 November, he proved
conclusively that he still remains a sparky
harpman and singer. He was co-leader of a band
called Waydown, a five-piece which among its
number included ex-Savoy Brown guitarist Chris
Youlden. Many standards were played by this
driving quintet; some, (“Shake Rattle and Roll”,
“My Babe”) have been done to death, but it must
be remembered that if younger folks come in out
of curiosity, as some do with a pub based in a
residential area, hear and enjoy these songs for
the first time, and start buying blues records, that
can’t be all bad, can’t it? Vic’s hero must surely be
Little Walter, as he featured not only “My Babe”,
but faithful readings of “Blues With A Feelin’” and
“Last Night”. Yes, there sure were fireworks inside
and outside the Oval that Guy Fawkes’ night.

The Oval Tavern, in Oval Road, features live
blues each Thursday night and in the late
afternoon/early evening on Sunday. Owner
Graeme has already built an impressive roster of
regular acts, and is constantly looking to expand
his blues family, with Little George Sueref recently
making a debut appearance, more on which later.
Furthermore, prior to his unprecedented rise in
popularity over in the States, James Hunter
appeared at the Oval on many occasions, and
Shaky Lee and I can recall some first-rate solo
sets from the former Howlin’ Wilf.
The main reasons for my appreciation of the Oval
are that it’s a comfy, homely and reasonably
spacious pub, far superior in terms of comfort to
the cramped confines of the West End’s Ain’t
Nothin’ But The Blues bar. Then there’s free
admission, two, sometimes three sets from the
live acts, good food, good beer, a nice beer
garden, friendly regulars who, like Graeme, know
and appreciate their blues; many bring LP-sized
bags (the record shop, Beanos, is not too far
away) and compare purchases (reminds you of us
Woodies, doesn’t it). Plus Graeme, and one or
two of the regulars, play a consistently interesting
selection of soul/blues/ska/reggae vinyl. I truly feel
that I’ve found my blues shangri-la, real mannafrom-heaven, and a few Woodies had a great time
at Lee’s birthday bash here last year, with James
H. playing live.

As briefly touched upon earlier, the exceptional
harpman, guitarist and singer Little George
Sueref, blew into town and delivered two quality
sets with the Blue Stars, made up of a top-notch
pianist, Pete Nash, and a drummer I identified
only as Kenrick, but this friendly, personable guy
who spent a while playing behind Kit Packham,
played sensibly in ensemble and entertainingly in
solo. A contemporary of Big Joe Louis, George
came to prominence as part of the Blues Kings
that backed Joe on the latter’s “Big 16” collection
(Ace CDCH 622), and on certain songs Sueref
revealed an emotive high tenor reminiscent of Ted
Taylor or Roscoe Shelton. For this show, he
elected to play harp during the first set and guitar
for most of the second.
Starting with a mid-pace look at Walter Horton

Now that I’ve set the scene, let’s kick off with a
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and Jimmy DeBerry’s “Easy”, and “Catfish Blues”,
he gave Joe Turner’s “Wee Baby Blues” a Latin
twist, with Kenrick and Pete given solo space.
Onwards and upwards with “I’m Leavin’ You” and
the slowdown, lowdown “Little Boy Blue”,
concluding the first set with the uptempo boogie of
“Gimmie More Lovin’”. Highlights of the second
set for me were three guitar-led instrumentals,
one of which was something resembling a hillbilly
boogie (!), and one that seemed to borrow more
than a tad from Joe Liggins’ ”Honeydripper”. Also
there was a stirring deep-soul ballad, I think called
“I Don’t Wanna Cry No More”, with a jaw-dropping
vocal from George, a nicely-read version of
Johnny Ace’s “The Clock”, “369”, which is quite
possibly George’s best known song. The rocker
“Fingerlickin’” closed proceedings, and what a
satisfying start to what will hopefully result in more
Oval appearances from George in the months and
years ahead. And that’s all for this issue, more
Oval reports next time!

“FBI Story” and “Judy”, one side of his lone Sun
single. Also heard were a somehow appropriate
opener in “Tutti Frutti”, “Why Why Why”, ”One
Mile”, “You Got The Rootie Tootie” , two takes on
“I’m Sitting By Myself” and, interestingly, Otis
Williams’ ”Hearts Of Stone”.
The last time I saw
Friday’s second US
headliner,
Gene
Summers, was at his
one-off gig at the
much
missed
Camden Town Hall
sessions, back in
1999.
On
this
occasion he was
backed by the evergreat
Hemsby
Houseband (in this
case comprising Rob
Glazebrook on guitar,
Dan Edwards on
piano, Wayne Hopkins on bass and Paul Atkinson
on drums). Looking good and working the stage
well, he opened his account with “Gotta Lotta
That” and for the next 45 minutes despatched
crowd-pleasing barnstormers such as “Fancy
Dan”, “Alabama Shake”, ”Rockin’Daddy”, one side
of the classic Jan double-sider “Straight Skirt”,
“Twixteen” and briefly slowing it down for “I’ll
Never Be Lonely”, coming back for a rockin’ last
third with “Red Hot’, “Bebop City”, “Wine Wine
Wine”, “Nervous” (a song recorded in demo form
by Gene Vincent),finally concluding the main set
with – what else? – “Straight Skirt”’s A-side,
“School Of Rock’n’Roll”. Receiving a rapturous
response, Gene bade us farewell with a reprise of
“Alabama Shake”.
© Paul Harris

The mild conditions that made the 2006 summer
so memorable and prolonged happily continued
th
into the period over which the 37 Hemsby
th
Weekender was held, from October 13 through
th
to the 16 . A good turnout witnessed a line-up rich
in musical quality, with debutant American
headliners Roy Head, Gene Summers, and Bobby
Mansfield, plus a fourth appearance for Rudy
Grayzell (the first three also happened in October,
in 1990 and ’91, and 1997). Another American
making his Hemsby debut was noted Elvis clone
Travis Ledoyt, and I was also gratified to learn that
Eva Eastwood, the Swedish singer-songwriter so
memorable at Hemsby 30, in May 2003, was
making a return appearance.
Anyway, let’s start as
ever with Friday’s
events, and Rudy
“Tutti”
Grayzell,
(given the nickname
by Elvis, apparently)
was the first US
legend to tread the
boards of Hemsby’s
new
venue,
the
Seacroft
Holiday
Camp, a change
which I personally
approve
of
very
© Paul Harris
much. Backed by the
Sugar Creek Trio
augmented here and there by saxman Clive
Osborne, Rudy enthusiastically ran through his
best known material, such as “Ducktail”,& “Let’s
Get Wild” originally cut for Starday, the standout

© Paul Harris

Onto Saturday evening, and it was a Hemsby hi to
Roy Head, best known generally as one of the alltime great blue-eyed soulmen, but appearing at
Hemsby on the strength of the fact that his earliest
recorded sides, cut in Texas for the TNT label in
the late ’50s/early ’60s, had achieved a degree of
popularity in the record hops. Along with a few
Woodies, I managed to catch Roy at last year’s
Ponderosa Stomp in New Orleans and was
astonished at the high quality of the performance,
his voice and his stagecraft. Still trim and lithe, a
total livewire, Roy, backed by the Hemsby
Houseband (Wayne and Paul and Dan plus the
superb Antonio Coni on guitar) staggered all
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performance, replicating Ruth Brown’s vocal
mannerisms with uncanny effect throughout “As
Long As I’m Moving”, and delivering the knockout
blow with an extended “Ain’t Got A Thing” like a
true prizefighter. The lady is a champ; like Roy
Head, her return can’t come soon enough. Buy all
her CDs; I’m going to.

present with his microphone tricks and twists and
turns.
Kicking off with his signature song “Treat Her
Right”, he rocked out with Joe Turner/Jerry Lee
Lewis’s “Teenage Letter”, one of the popular TNT
tunes, “One More Time”, and Rosco Gordon’s
“Just A Little Bit”. Head’s voice is still in first-class
nick, and following a medley in tribute to one of his
major heroes, Bo Diddley, which culminated in an
extended “Bring It To Jerome”, he let rip with one
of my all-time favourites on a personal level from
the Backbeat inventory, “Apple Of My Eye”, with
guitarist Antonio right on the money with the solo.
It was then back to Bo Diddley territory with
“Before You Accuse Me”, then a song entitled
“Get Back” (not that one!), and concluding his set
with Ray Sharpe’s “Linda Lu”. For a well-deserved
encore he sensibly performed the popular TNT cut
“Live It Up’, altogether scoring a huge and maybe
unlikely triumph, given the choice of some of the
songs. But professionalism and talent always wins
through, I’d say, and the sooner Roy Head returns
to these shores the better; don’t wait another 40
years Roy!

Elvis impersonators never seem to make it with
me, and probably never will. I’ve accepted Ral
Donner these many years as, although there is a
close resemblance vocally to Presley, much of
what he recorded in his tragically-short lifetime
was material untouched by Elvis and was usually
good, plus he hardly overstated the vocal delivery;
he didn’t have to try
too hard. So many go
over the top and in
consequence
annoy
me.
The
latest
wannabe to try my
patience is Travis
Ledoyt who has lately
been touted as the hot
© Paul Harris new King on the block.
Specialising in the ’56
Elvis look, Trav has undoubtedly studied his
subject, and in visual terms (mannerisms) is
certainly the closest you’ll ever get to a 1956 Elvis.
Sadly, he doesn’t sound like Ral Donner, let alone
Presley.

Roy Head had raised the
rockin’ temperature to
fever pitch, but it would
be fair to say that the
beautiful
blonde
Scandinavian
Eva
Eastwood, and her band,
the Major Keys, took the
crowd even higher, and,
for me, produced one of
the truly all-time great
Hemsby
sets.
A
tremendous
mix
of
country and rockabilly
songs, all from the pen of
Mrs. Eastwood, began
with “Hot Chicks and Cool
Cats”
and
continued
through “Buddy I Got
© Paul Harris
You”, “I Do, I Love You”,
“Don’t
Make
The
Mistake”, “Let Me In”, “A Reminder Of You”, “Go
Young Man”, “The Phone Number”, “You Should
Have Asked Me”, “Seventh Heaven On the Fifth
Floor”, the crowd favourite “Wendy’s Wedding”,
“What Do You Know About Love” and
“Everybody’s Gone and Done It”, all excellent,
well-written compositions; the quality that
permeates “Seventh Heaven” has been
recognised by Linda Gail Lewis, who recorded it
fairly recently.

As I disappointedly slunk away prematurely, I’d
like to thank Tony Wilkinson for advising me that
Travis sang “Lawdy Miss Clawdy”, “Hound Dog”,
“Love Me”, “All Shook Up”, “Blue Moon” plus a few
songs from 1957/58. (Thanks to Tony for
furnishing me with some song titles for this review
by the way). He also pointed out that, although he
was backed by a trio of reasonable ability, there
were extra musicians heard through the use of
backing tracks. Grrrrr. I suggest; drop the backing
tracks in favour of musicians and employ less
obvious song choices.
Sunday. Following a strong set from South-East
favourites Jack Rabbit Slim, it was time for a
doo-wop session with the affable and personable
Bobby Mansfield, who
led the Wrens in the mid‘50s, recording for the
Rama label. I remember
seeing Bobby as part of
the
Solitaires,
who
appeared at (I think) the
last
Utrecht
festival.
Tonight, however, he led
the Metrotones, with the
Hemsby houseband as
backup. I was glad to see
© Paul Harris
that, although the set
wasn’t a classic, it had a
good mix of uptempo and ballad choices. He
kicked off with “Eleven Roses”, and glided through

A bubbly, effervescent personality, Eva is
undoubtedly the real deal, and in the Major Keys
has a tight, disciplined unit (the guitar player’s
work in particular was outstanding). Her prolonged
ovation was thoroughly deserved, and she
encored with the only covers in the entire
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“Red Dress”, “I Won’t Come To Your Wedding”,
“Hey Girl”, the standard “C’est La Vie”, “Love Is
Something That’s Made For Two”, “I’m Just That
Kind Of Guy”, and the eagerly-awaited Wrens hit
covered just over 20 years later by Darts, “Come
Back My Love”.

The Caveman”. Good singer and a nice guy to
boot.
This was followed by, for me, the highlight of the
evening; Cora James, a lovely Australian lady,
fronts a band known as the Whisky Angels and
decided to come along and mingle with us alwaysfriendly Woodies, and to take the floor and stun all
and sundry with a turbo-charged take of “Stormy
Monday”. As Shaky Lee observed, there’s a
strong Janis Joplin influence in Cora’s style, and
as this is written, I look forward to seeing her and
the Angels perform again. And again.

And that was Hemsby 37, from my point of view.
Usual pats on the back and congrats to Willie and
Varick and all behind this unique weekender that
continues to lead the way. For Hemsby 38 next
May, just look at this line-up; Jack Earls, Ray
Campi, Marti Brom, Wayne Hancock, Rusty York,
Mike Sanchez (yeeeeea-hoo!!), Ocean’s Seven
and much, much more. See you there? You
bet!!!!!
Boppin’ Bunter

TFTW Xmas Party
2006, A Personal
View.
© Tony Annis

I’m sure many will agree with me when I say that
th
this party, held at the King and Queen on the 9 of
December, rates as one of the finest Woodierelated get-togethers ever. I was asked to bring
along a few rockin’ tapes, did so, and then
enjoyed a live set by guitarist John Hills, the
sax/keyboards/drums trio of Jesse, Jaron and Rafi
(teenagers starting out at present, they have
improved considerably since their first appearance
th
at the 50 issue party, and even then
they
were
very
impressive),
Americana specialist Luke The
Drifter, and Rick Hardy, on whom
more later.

Danny Rivers, a fine singer who cut some
renowned recordings for Decca in the early ’60’s
with none other than Joe Meek producing, had
joined the throng by this time and performed
knockout, gutsy versions of “Reconsider Baby”,
“Little Sister” “Baby Let’s Play House” (Kevin, to
my gratitude, took over on drums for this one,
allowing me a little breather) and “A Mess Of
Blues”.
All too soon we had to quit, as the
clock struck eleven, but without a
shadow of a doubt there’d been some
good rockin’ tonight. Thanks to Keith
and especially to Rafi for allowing me
to do what I always loved to do best. I
enjoyed it, hope you did!

For reasons unknown (to me) Rafi
had to leave just before special party
guest Wee Willie Harris got up to sing
one or three for us. Asked by
Imposing Editor to fill in the drum
chair, I expected to do a couple of
tunes and briefly let everyone know I
tried to be a drummer twenty or so years ago, but
instead stayed behind the skins for the rest of the
night. Christ, I hadn’t played that long in a show
since 1990! As the festivities concluded,
knackered but elated, I said to myself, hope
there’s a next time. As Arlene Smith of the
Chantels would say, maybe.

Finally, as mentioned earlier, Rick
Hardy delighted the crowd (which
incidentally included Chas McDevitt)
with Johnny Cash’s “I Got Stripes” and his own
“Sling Yer Hook”, plus one or two others. While
travelling back from a show held the following
night at the Brewery Tap pub, in the Ealing area,
Rick’s car, a Kia saloon, was involved in a fourvehicle smash; he was cut free from the wreckage
by fire-fighters from Ealing Fire Station, and was
rushed to Ealing hospital, but died in the early
hours of Monday morning. I personally was
devastated to hear of this: although I didn’t know
Rick too well, I admired his talent greatly and his
unflagging enthusiasm for roots music and
indeed, for the 2i’s 100 Club show. It is indeed a
sad loss for British Skiffle/Rock’n’Roll and he’ll be
much missed. R.I.P. Rick.
Brian Clark.

Anyhow, as Willie took the stage (or rather floor)
he gave us solid renditions of “Diggin’ My
Potatoes”, “Greenback Dollar” and a tremendous
blues ( I think “Trouble In Mind”, can’t exactly
remember, I was getting quite excited at this
point). Next, the exuberant Rockin’ Gerry
Champion did a few (I recall “Jailhouse Rock”
being sung), and a chap named Kevin came on
and impressed many (including self) with a
storming version of Tommy Steele’s “Rock With
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with the history of the Delta blues. Boo Boo
remembers many of the famous bluesmen
coming to Drew, but does not have fond
memories of the town. In the title song, he
remembers racial violence and hard times he is
happy to leave behind him.
Sometimes the lyrics are elliptical; in the powerful
“Standing In The Cottonfields”, Davis appears to
be telling a story (“I was standing in the
cottonfields, when that plane flew over my head”),
but there are few clues to what the story is.
Davis has a strong and expressive voice. Some of
his vocals are semi-spoken, sometimes he
growls, sometimes he declaims. In some places
he reminds me a little of Otis Taylor, while on “Got
The Blues In My Heart” there’s a touch of Howling
Wolf. Davis’ plays harmonica on several tracks.
On some songs there are uncredited backing
vocals, and violin adds to the atmosphere on
“Drew Mississippi”. Pizzicato strings are used to
good effect on “Walkin’ Down a One-Way Street”.
Throughout the CD, the two guitarists contribute
some fine slide, finger-picking and electric lead.

CD REVIEWS
Boo Boo Davis: Drew, Mississippi
(Black and Tan).
When blues artists
combine traditional
blues with modern
studio techniques, it
divides blues fans.
For purists it is never
acceptable; but for
others, sometimes it
works,
like
R.L.
Burnside’s 1998 CD
“Come On In”. The
newest CD from Boo Boo Davis, “Drew,
Mississippi” employs electronic programming,
scratching and samples alongside traditional
blues instruments, and in a couple of cases, violin,
in imaginative arrangements.

The centrepiece of the album is the compelling,
six and-a-half minute “Made Me Cry”, which builds
vocally and musically, featuring what sounds like a
synthesizer, some scratching from Tom Mudd,
and, for no apparent reason, sampled snatches of
lyrics from Bobby Lewis’ “Tossing & Turning”.
My pick for blues CD of the year.
♪
♪
♪
♪

♪

Various artists: The Stuff That Dreams Are
Made Of (Yazoo).

The musicians on this record include Ramon and
Joe Goose from the UK band “Nublues”, who play
st
what they call 21 -centuty blues, and Jan
Mittendorp, a more traditional guitarist from the
Netherlands. Ramon Goose co-wrote all of the
songs with Boo Boo and the CD was recorded in
Utrecht, Holland, and Colchester, UK.

The music on this double CD, by contrast, is as
traditional as it comes. The cover art is by Robert
Crumb of Zap Comics fame, himself an avid
collector of rare jazz and blues records. The liner
notes, by Richard Nevins, another collector,
explore the idiosyncrasies and obsessions of
compulsive collectors. Many TFTW readers will
know people like that (while they themselves, of
course, have things in the proper perspective).
But without such folk, this collection could not
exist. All of the tracks are rarities, and some come
from the only known original in existence.

Despite the modern touches, the music is
soundly-based in a tradition that runs from Fred
McDowell and Bukka White, John Lee Hooker
and Howling Wolf through to R.L. Burnside.
Boo Boo is no
newcomer,
having
been born in 1943,
and is rooted in the
Delta
blues.
His
hometown,
whose
name the CD bears,
is a small community
(population 2500) a
few miles south of
Tutwiler, where W.C.
Handy famously first
heard the blues at the railroad depot in 1903. The
surrounding town names such as Greenwood,
Glendora, Shelby, Tippo and Parchman, resonate

All the recordings are from the 1920’s and 1930’s.
Some of them are by black blues artists, some by
white country artists. There are rare records by
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well-known performers like Son House, Yank
Rachel & Sleepy John Estes, Doc Boggs and the
Memphis Jug Band. Amede Ardoin and Dennis
McGee provide a bit of Cajun. There is also much
to enjoy from little-known artists. Some of the
tracks – like “Bound Steel Blues”, taken from the
only known copy, which is in very poor condition –
suffer from surface noise (the policy of the
compilers was to clean the sound only to the point
where further measures would detract from the
performance).

Harmonica
ace
James
Edward “Snooky” Pryor has
died aged 85 in Cape
Girardeau,
Missouri
on
th
October 18 , 2006. He was
born in Lambert, Mississippi
on September 15th 1921. He
took up the harmonica in his
early teens, despite his
minister father’s disapproval.
An early influence was John
Lee “Sonny Boy”; Williamson. In later years he
became more influenced by the second Sonny
Boy Williamson (Aleck “Rice” Miller).

There’s lots of fiddle, some banjo, harmonica and
mandolin, a bit of yodelling, rousing vocals from
Memphis Minnie and Joe McCoy, country gospel
from Ernest Phipps and his Holiness Singers,
characteristic falsetto from Tommy Johnson. You
can hear an early recording of “Stack O’Lee”, and
a light-hearted look at the legend of Davey
Crockett decades before Fess Parker discovered
him. The vocal interplay on the final track, “Bells
Of Love” by the Middle Georgia Singing
Convention No. 1, is a delight to listen to.
Some wonderful music.
♪
♪
♪

♪

In 1940 he was drafted into the army. Based at
Fort Sheridan, near Chicago, he got a chance to
jam with many of the bluesman in that town,
including Sonny Boy Williamson 1 and Homesick
James. Like most of the important bluesmen of
the day, he performed on Maxwell Street. He was
popular with other musicians, although as a
devout man, taking neither drink nor drugs, he did
not join in many of their social activities. He was
one of the earliest bluesmen to play amplified
harp, and claimed to have been an influence on
Little Walter, specifically on Walter’s big hit “Juke”.

♪

Howlin’ Wilf and the Vee-Jays: Cry Wilf (Big
Beat).
(So good we reviewed it twice – H)
Ace Records, who put out the
first record by James Hunter
under his own name, have reissued this 1986 Big Beat
recording at just the right time
to benefit from the attention
James is currently receiving at
home and in the USA for his
recent CD “People Will Talk”. When he recorded
this, James had already developed his familiar
vocal style. He perhaps hadn’t gained full
confidence as a songwriter, having contributed
just 5 out of the 14 tracks here, but there are
some excellent covers including Lee Dorsey’s “Ya
Ya” and Barbara Lewis’ “Hello Stranger”, songs
associated with Ike Turner, Bobby Bland and Little
Walter,
and
a
version
of
Gershwin’s
“Summertime”. If you enjoy his more recent stuff,
you’ll like this.
Worth seeking out.
♪
♪

♪

After the war, he became a professional musician,
and in 1947 he and Moody Jones recorded
“Stockyard Blues” and “Keep What You Got” for
Marvel Records and in 1948 “Telephone Blues”
and “Snooky and Moody’s Boogie” for Planet
records. He recorded for several labels in the
50’s, including JOB, Parrott and Vee-Jay, and was
also in demand as a session musician. During this
period, Snooky, Sunnyland Slim, Floyd Jones,
Homesick James, Johnny Shines and mandolinplayer Johnny Young all made records, and
usually played on each others sessions. During
this period his most successful recording under
his own was “Someone To Love Me” and
“Judgment Day” (1956).
In the late sixties he retired from professional
music, working as a carpenter and spending his
spare time fishing. In 1970 Flyright Records
released an LP of his collected singles. In 1973,
encouraged by his friend Homesick James, he
started touring Europe, where they recorded
several albums together. He did not reappear on
the U.S.A. scene until 1987 when his children
were grown, and he began to write new songs,
and recorded his first domestic album “Snooky”
with Steve Freund, Sunnyland Slim, Bob Stroger
and Willie Big Eyes Smith.

♪
♪
The Hornsey Howler

OBITUARIES
Once more we have lost a number of wellloved people in the blues world. “Tales From
The Woods” raises a glass to Snooky Pryor,
Robert Lockwood Jr, Jay McShann, Homesick
James and Stanley Mitchell.

In 1990 he re-united with Johnny Shines to record
an award-winning acoustic country blues album
(with Johnny Nicholls on guitar as Shines could no
longer play following a stroke). He continued to
record and perform throughout the 90’s, making
many fine albums, including “In This Mess Up To

Snooky Pryor 1921-2006
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My Chest” and “Mind Your Own Business” . His
last album “Snooky Pryor & His Mississippi
Wrecking Crew” was issued in 2002.

Arkansas, he had a 2-hour stopover in Kansas
City, and wandered into Reno’s bar, where he was
immediately offered a job in a trio. In those days,
Kansas City had a lively music scene, and Jay
soon settled in, acquiring his nickname “Hootie”
because of his liking for bootleg liquor.

He is survived by a large family. His recording of
“When The Saints Go Marching In” was played at
his funeral.

He began to play in small groups, often with
saxophonist Charlie Parker, and when McShann
started a big band, Parker joined him. It was with
McShann’s band that Parker recorded in 1941.
The band had a highly successful tour, ending up
in New York’s Savoy Ballroom where it was
judged to rival that of current favourite Lucky
Millinder. With vocalist Walter Brown, he co-wrote
“Confessin’ The Blues”, probably his best known
song. The band’s success was disrupted when its
musicians, including McShann, were called up in
the draft. When he was demobbed, big bands
were out of fashion, and he formed a smaller
group featuring vocalist Jimmy Witherspoon. It
was with this band that Witherspoon recorded his
huge hit “Ain’t Nobody’s Business” in 1949.

Recommended listening: Too Cool To Move
(Antones Records 1992).









Jay McShann, 1916-2006

In 1951 he enrolled at Kansas City Music
Conservatory. He spent some time in Los Angeles
before returning to Kansas City, mostly performing
as a solo act. After a period out of the limelight, he
benefited from a revival of interest in the late 60’s,
particularly in Europe and Canada, where he
recorded several albums for Toronto’s Sackville
Records.

Jay McShann, the blues pianist and bandleader,
died aged 90 in Kansas City, Missouri on
th
December 7 , 2006. Although Snooky Pryor,
Homesick James and Jay McShann all spent their
last days in the state of Missouri, McShann moved
in a very different world to the other bluesmen we
are remembering in this issue. His was the world
of big bands, where blues shouters had to make
themselves heard over saxophones and trumpets,
where the musicians improvised around
arrangements they read from charts, a more jazzoriented world.

A biographical film “Hootie’s Blues” was made in
1978, and he was featured in the “Last Of The
Blue Devils”, a 1970’s documentary about the
Kansas Jazz scene, and in Clint Eastwood’s
“Piano Blues”, part of the Martin Scorsese TV
blues series.
He is survived by his wife and three daughters.
Recommended
listening:
Confessin’
The
Blues1969 (CD re-issue: Black and Blue, 2002).

James Columbus McShann was born in
th
Muskogee Oklahoma on January 12 1916. His
parents paid for piano lessons for his sister, but
could not afford to do so for Jay, so he learnt to
play by watching and listening to his sister. In a
familiar blues story, his religious parents wanted
him to play church music, but he was more
interested in the blues and jazz he listened to on
late-night radio.

“Homesick” James 1910-2006

As a teenager he attended Fisk University in
Nashville, intending to become a football player,
but his family could not afford to keep him there.
After he dropped out, he hitch-hiked to Tulsa,
where he sat in with Al Denny’s band, who were
looking for a piano player. When they found out
he was playing by ear and could not read music,
the band encouraged him to learn. Over the next
couple of years he played with a number of bands.
One day, returning from an engagement in

John William Henderson, better known to blues
fans as “Homesick” James Williamson, has died
aged 96 at his home in Springfield, Missouri on
th
December 13 , 2006. He was born in Somerville,
Tennessee, probably in 1910, possibly 1914.
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It is not always easy to sort out the facts of his life
from the tales he told (he claimed to have written
Blue Suede Shoes and given it to Sam Phillips),
but there is no doubt he played alongside many of
the blues greats from the 1930’s to the 1960’s.
Although he had some success under his own
name, most of the time until late in his life he was
destined to play sideman to many big names.

Although his health was failing, he looked sharp
and played well.
Recommended listening). Got To Move (32 Blues,
1994).









Robert Lockwood Jr., 1915-2006

He taught himself to play guitar, and by age 14 he
was playing at local venues and events. He learnt
his trade playing alongside John Lee “Sonny Boy”
Williamson, Yank Rachell, Hammie Nixon, Sleepy
John Estes, Blind Boy Fuller and many others,
and by age 20 he had his own band, The Dusters,
which at one time had Albert King on drums, and
also featured Baby Face Leroy and a young
Snooky Pryor.

Robert Lockwood Jr.
has died aged 91 in his
hometown of Cleveland,
st
Ohio on November 21 ,
2006. He was born in
th
March 27
1915 in
Turkey
Scratch,
Arkansas (you couldn’t
make up these place
names!) not far from
Helena.

He recorded for RCA and Vocalion in the late
1930’s and in the 1940’s moved to Memphis,
where he formed a partnership with harmonica
player Big Walter Horton. In the 1950’s he moved
north to Chicago, where he became part of the
Maxwell Street scene, and played alongside the
earlier generation of players like Memphis Minnie
(his girlfriend for many years), Big Bill Broonzy,
Lonnie Johnson, Tampa Red, Yank Rachell,
Robert Lockwood, Jr., Roosevelt Sykes, Henry
Townsend, Sunnyland Slim, as well as the new
generation emerging from the south in the postwar years, such as Junior Wells, Little Walter
Jacobs, and his cousin Elmore James, whom he
claims to have taught guitar. Between 1955 and
1963 he played in Elmore’s band, and appeared
on many of their classic recordings. Much of the
time he was working in the steel mills by day, and
in the clubs by night. Following Elmore James’
death in 1963, he cut his first album “Blues From
The South Side”. (A collection of his 1950’s
singles had previously been issued on LP).

His first instrument was
a pump organ, but later
learned guitar, getting valuable instruction from
his stepfather, legendary Delta bluesman Robert
Johnson, himself only four years older than
Lockwood. Unfortunately, his association with
Robert Johnson has overshadowed Lockwood’s
considerable
achievements,
with
many
interviewers more interested in asking questions
about Johnson than about his own life and work.
In later years he has insisted on being called
Robert Lockwood Jr. rather than Robert Jr.
Lockwood to remind folks that he is named after
his father, not his stepfather. Not that he
dismissed the connection; it has opened many
doors for him, and he recorded a tribute album to
Johnson for Black and Blue in 1982, and there are
many Johnson songs throughout his body of
recordings.

In 1973 he was invited to Europe on The
American Blues Legends tour. He persuaded
Snooky Pryor (see above) to join him, and they
returned several times, making several albums
together including “Homesick James and Snooky
Pryor” and “Sad And Lonesome”.

By the age of 15 he was playing regularly on
street corners, at fish fries and in jook joints. He
sometimes travelled with Robert Johnson; at other
times he teamed up with Rice Miller (later known
as Sonny Boy Williamson 2) or Johnny Shines.

During the 1990’s he experienced a revival,
making several strong albums, including “ Going
Back In The Times” (1992), “Got To Move” (1994)
and “Last of The Broomdusters” (1997). In his
later years, he became part of the Delta Blues
Cartel, along with Henry Townsend, David
“Honeyboy” Edwards and Robert Lockwood Jr.
They played together at many blues festivals and
concert halls in North America and Europe.

His first recordings were on a session by Doc
Clayton in 1941, and during the sessions he
recorded what were to become staples of his
repertoire for the rest of his life, “Little Boy Blue”
and “Take A Little Walk With Me”. He returned to
Arkansas, where he became a regular on Sonny
Boy Williamson 2’s King Biscuit Flower Hour, a
hugely influential lunchtime blues program
broadcast on KFFA in Helena.

His last recording was “My Home Ain’t Here” in
2004, and his last professional gig was the
Maryport, England Blues Festival July 29, 2006
where he performed as a headliner along with
Robert Lockwood, Jr. and Honeyboy Edwards.

Later he followed the blues trail northward, via
Memphis and St. Louis, arriving in Chicago in the
50’s where he became a session guitarist for
Chess Records. By this time, influenced by the
piano players in the big jazz bands, he was
developing a new style, playing more single notes
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and jazz chords, which can be heard on many
records by top Chess names. He displayed some
fine work on a couple of LPs by Otis Spann, and
his playing behind the harmonica set the standard
for other guitarists to follow.

3. Amnesia --- I Don't Know if I'll be Home for
Christmas
4. Narcissistic --- Hark the Herald Angels Sing
About Me
5. Manic --- Deck the Halls and Walls and House
and Lawn and Streets and Shops and Office
and Town and Cars and Buses and Trucks
and Trees and ...
6. Paranoid --- Santa Claus is Coming to Get Me
7. Borderline Personality Disorder --- Thoughts
of Roasting on an Open Fire
8. Full Personality Disorder --- You Better
Watch Out, I'm Gonna Cry, I'm Gonna Pout,
Maybe I'll tell You Why
9. Obsessive Compulsive Disorder ---Jingle
Bells, Jingle Bells, Jingle Bells, Jingle Bells,
Jingle Bells, Jingle Bells, Jingle Bells, Jingle
Bells ...
10. Agoraphobia --- I Heard the Bells on
Christmas Day But Wouldn't Leave My
House
11. Senile Dementia --- Walking in a Winter
Wonderland Miles From My House in My
Slippers and Robe
12. Oppositional Defiant Disorder --- I Saw
Mommy Kissing Santa Claus. So I Burned
Down the House

Work became scarcer for bluesmen in the 1960’s,
and he moved to Cleveland, Ohio, following the
footsteps of his friend Rice Miller. In 1970 he
recorded his first solo LP “Steady Rollin’ Man”. He
started playing 12-string guitar in the 70’s which
can be heard on the CD “The Complete Trix
Recordings”, and his later recordings include
“Rambling On My Mind” (1982) and “Delta
Crossroads” (1999). His last release was “The
Legend Live” in 2003.
In his later years, he became part of the Delta
Blues Cartel, along with Henry Townsend, David
“Honeyboy” Edwards and Homesick James. They
played together at many blues festivals and
concert halls in North America and Europe.
He continued to perform regularly with his own
band. Some TFTW readers will have seen him
during our “Stompin’ USA” tour in 2005, either at
the Ponderosa Stomp in New Orleans or the
Beale St Festival in Memphis.

MM

Recommended listening: Steady Rollin’ Man
(Delmark, 1970).









THE BORDERLINE
Tuesday November 14
Having seen Dale Watson twice previously at the
Borderline I was contemplating a return visit, but
made my mind up when long-time pal and fellow
Woodie Steve Howarth recommended the
unknown to me James ‘Slim’ Hand. So I turned
up at the venue just after 8pm to find Mr Hand
already on stage. Making my way through the
sizeable crowd I spotted Dave ‘Jazz Junction’
Carroll at the bar who kindly bought me a beer
before we settled in a spot to watch the rest of the
show.

Recommended listening: The Motor City Rhythm
and Blues Pioneers (Blue Suit, 2002).





DALE WATSON AND HIS LONE STARS
& JAMES HAND

Our friend Tony “Waxo”
Wilkinson paid tribute in the
last issue to Stanley Mitchell,
who sang with the Hamptones,
Billy Ward & the Dominos,
Stanley and the Tornadoes
and, most recently, the Motor
City Rhythm and Blues
Pioneers. I will just take this
opportunity
to
add
a
recommendation for the Pioneers CD, and in
particular their version of the Falcon’s “I Found A
Love”, in which the three vocalists take turns.





SHAKY LEE’S WINTER
WONDERLAND



Stanley Mitchell 1935-2006







The first full number I heard was a grand version
of one of my favourite Johnny Cash songs, I Still
Miss Someone. This was followed by the
sorrowful honky-tonk song In The Corner, At The
Table, By The Jukebox. Self-written, as was most
of the material he performed, although another
good cover was Moon Mullican’s Cherokee
Boogie featuring some keen Rock’n’Roll lead
guitar from Will Indian and the audience doing the
Eh-Oh-Aleena refrain.

Marffa's Mini Muffins
Christmas Carols For The
Psychologically Challenged
1. Schizophrenia --- Do You Hear What I Hear?
2. Multiple Personality Disorder --- We Three
Queens Disoriented Are
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Other Hand compositions included the laments,
When You Stopped Loving Me, So Did I and I’ve
Got A Lot Of Hiding To Do. Here Lies A Good Old
Boy is the epitaph of choice for James while Little
Bittie Slip is the kind of infectious romp favoured
by BR5-49. The closer Baby, Baby, Don’t Tell Me
That returned to the unlucky in love theme. With
his songs of love and hurt, expressive vocals and
rhythmic guitar this Texan troubadour hints at the
musical legacy of Hank Williams and Lefty
Frizzell. Hopefully he will return sometime this
year, but in the meantime check out his Rounder
CD The Truth Will Set You Free.

does White Christmas with a clear guitar sound.
Rockin’ Around The Christmas Tree includes
some tough guitar whilst Silent Night opens in
instrumental mode before the voices kick in.

The band remained on stage as Hand exited with
Indian and Dale Watson entered. In contrast
Watson is perhaps more akin to Merle Haggard
with a deep voice, sharp lead guitar qualities and
a good time feel to his music.

Jingle Bell Rock has a merry arrangement with
some tuneful guitar picking before a moody Blue
Christmas with its excellent bluesy guitar. Let It
Snow is a rather jolly jaunt, as is Winter
Wonderland, before Annie delivers a sublime
individual rendition of Have Yourself A Merry Little
Christmas. The final two tracks are typical Linda
Gail romps: The stompin’ Who Ever Thinks About
Santa? comes from the pen of the prolific Eva
Eastwood whilst Dan Penn, Bobby Emmons and
Johnny Christopher wrote the countrified Make
Somebody Happy This Christmas.

Opening with South Of Round Rock, Texas
followed by Honkiest, Tonkiest Beer Joint and
Truckin’ Man he then sang an excellent Buck
Owens song, Made In Japan. Inviting requests
from the floor led to Wine, Wine, Wine and the
amusing anti-Nashville establishment sentiments
of Country My Ass. In between we got a fine
version of Fox On The Run (yes, the song that
charted for Manfred Mann!) which featured some
strong fiddle playing. The driving Exit 109 began
with a pounding drum intro, and after a couple
more numbers James ‘Slim’ Hand returned with
his guitarist Will Indian for a grand finale alongside
Dale Watson & His Lone Stars (Don Don on pedal
steel, Don Raby (fiddle), Herb Balofsky (drums)
and Gene Kurtz on bass). A Bob Wills tune plus
pleasant versions of Jambalaya, Crazy Arms and
Orange Blossom Special rounded off an excellent
evening’s entertainment.

Not being much of a fan of seasonal sounds,
apart from the odd exception, I was more than
pleasantly surprised at the care that has obviously
gone into the arrangements on this one. With
clear enunciation and vocal harmonizing from the
Lewis gals, plus tasteful instrumentation by the
musicians involved it is a bit of a Christmas
cracker.
It may well be nigh on impossible to track down in
your local record shop but you can obtain the CD
by PayPal from www.lindagaillewis.net

Wise Man Wilkinson

With Bob Harris and Mark Lamarr in attendance
the show was clearly a popular choice amongst
the cognoscenti, and whilst Dale Watson may
have topped the bill James ‘Slim’ Hand was top
dog as far as this shaky scribe was concerned

REVIEW
JAMES HUNTER BAND
THE SPITZ
Saturday 16th December 2006

CD REVIEW
MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM
NASHVILLE – LINDA GAIL LEWIS &
THE LEWIS 3 (BENLIN MUSIC 0712)
This one was recorded back in April when Linda,
with daughters Annie Marie and Mary Jean, got
together with a small team of extremely able
musicians led by producer Ray Thompson.

What a difference a year makes. Virtually twelve
months ago to the day James Hunter, together
with bass player Johnny Bridgeman, was playing a
birthday bash at Croydon’s Oval Tavern for
landlady Fiona and yours truly. Since then he has
spent most of his time wowing them Stateside and
has recently been nominated for a Grammy in the
best traditional blues album of the year category.

The opener, Away In A Manger, was my favourite
carol when I was a kid. Here it is taken a little bit
quicker in country style with a rockin’ guitar break.
Rudolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer features some
nice family vocalizing and a good crisp Chuck
Berry type guitar solo. Silver Bells provides a
delightful blend of the three female voices, as

This was rather a curious affair, being a hushhush private corporate event organized by a
seemingly rather wealthy music lover. The last
time Hunter and his band played here, on a stifling
evening in July this year, they attracted a full
house so it seemed rather strange when they took
to the stage before barely two-dozen people.
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Anyway, they were off and running with the
majestic Don’t Do Me No Favours which is slated
for the next album. From the current CD we got
the jaunty You Can’t Win, the energetic Riot In My
Heart, the whimsical Kick It Around and No
Smoke Without Fire. The swinging Talking ‘Bout
My Love included Hunter tapping out the beat on
the neck of his Gibson guitar to good percussive
effect.

Peter King’s Salute to Elvin Jones at
the Queen Elizabeth Hall Foyer – 20
October 2006
Some of the best of British jazz musicians joined
instruments to salute Elvin Jones, legendary
drummer in the classic John Coltrane quartet.
The group comprised Peter King (alto
saxophone), Alan Skidmore (tenor saxophone),
Steve Melling (piano), Alec Dankworth (drums)
and Martin Drew (drums). It was a personal
tribute from the first three, as they had all played
with Elvin at one time or another.

Cover versions of Chuck Berry’s Betty Jean and
Johnny ‘Guitar’ Watson’s Gangster Of Love with a
twin sax attack from Damian Hand on tenor and
Lee Badeau on baritone were thrown into the mix.
Also a prime pair of 5 Royales numbers with
Hunter in fine voice on the rhythmic screamer
Baby Don’t Do It and doing his best Lowman
Pauling guitar sound on Think.

The performance started with Wayne Shorter’s
Oriental Folk Song, as Elvin had a particular liking
for playing folk songs through the influence of his
Japanese-born wife Keiko. He was neither a
prolific nor a noted composer but EJ’s Blues and
Three Card Molly were more than agreeable and
were given suitable respect.

Evil Eye, written and recorded under Hunter’s
previous persona, the precocious Howlin’ Wilf,
opened the second and final set. Better Luck
Next Time with the wonderfully wry line “I think I’d
better quit while I’m behind” displayed Carwyn
Ellis’ keyboard skills with a grand organ sound.
Other Hunter originals included the wistful Watch
And Chain plus People Gonna Talk with its
lolloping reggae beat. Straying from the planned
set list some creative covers ensued – the Jerry
Leiber & Artie Butler penned Down Home Girl,
Jerry Butler’s soulful For Your Precious Love,
Eugene Church’s Pretty Girls Everywhere and Let
The Good Times Roll.

The saxophones of Peter King and Alan Skidmore
shone everywhere, especially on the ballads Body
And Soul and After The Rain respectively. Never
far away was the influence of John Coltrane and it
was fortunate that the music was in the hands of a
top-drawer rhythm section in which Steve
Melling’s spiritually Tyneresque piano, Alec
Dankworth’s meaty bass and Martin Drew’s
powerful drumming all excelled.

With Jason Wilson in good form on upright bass
and Jonathan Lee’s impeccable drumming this
was a powerful performance with the effervescent
Hunter and his cohorts in formidable form.
LW

An audience of over three hundred (I would
guess) responded exuberantly as the final
number, McCoy Tyner’s Passion Dance, ended.
There was no doubt to these observers that the
best of British is very good.

THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

London Jazz Festival – 10-19
November 2006
th

The 14 London Jazz Festival saw over 150
performances at 30 venues over a 10-day period.
However I managed only two of them. It began at
The Front Room of the Queen Elizabeth Hall with
The Mike Westbrook Village Band Project led
by Mike Westbrook who has had a career in
music going back to the sixties. Apart from
deserved fame for his work in jazz as a composer
and arranger for big bands and small groups, he
has also made numerous contributions in the
classical field and to opera, TV, film and theatre.
It was a set of brass band jazz, arranged by the
leader and beautifully played by Mike Westbrook
(euphonium), Kate Westbrook (tenor horn and
vocals), Mike Brewer (trumpet), Sam Smith
(trombone), Gary Bailey (tenor sax) and Stan
Willis (alto sax). They started out by paying
tribute to New Orleans with a sedate Dead Man

UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL
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Blues, written by Jelly Roll Morton. Then two
lovely Charles Mingus compositions, Goodbye
Pork Pie Hat (dedicated to Lester Young) and My
Jelly Roll Soul, were sandwiched between another
number written by Jelly Roll Morton, Sidewalk
Blues.

me, this twenty minute section made an enjoyable
evening even better.
The vocalists returned to round off affairs with
more from a forthcoming album, which, if this was
anything to go by, will be on a par with their
Grammy award winning salsa album of 2005,
th
Across 110 Street.

Leaping forward in time the group then
entertained us all with a performance with a new
piece, The Waxeywork Show, written by Mike with
lyrics by wife Kate. This was described as a suite
of songs drawing a parallel between the words of
the internet and a Victorian fairground. The music
was full of twists and turns, which underlined the
gentle humour of words delivered in Kate
Westbrook’s distinctive dry style.

Bob Dylan Awayday
After yet another disappointingly egalitarian
Saturday afternoon outcome, Jazz Junction
donned its folk boots and trundled along to The
th
100 Club to witness the 10 of an 11-date tour by
The Dylan Project. As the name suggests, the
band performs the music of Bob Dylan but it is no
ordinary tribute band. It was formed by
Dave Pegg and Simon Nicol of Fairport
Convention nearly ten years ago as a
separate project and such was its
success and the pleasure it gave them
that it has re-appeared on an irregular
basis ever since.

Thelonious Monk’s Monk’s Moods
and Duke Ellington’s The Mooch
followed,
confirming
Mike’s
immaculate taste in composers
whose work he chooses to arrange.
Kate was then granted vocal space
on If You Could See Me Now (Tadd
Dameron) and Shipwreck Blues (a
Bessie Smith Song) before a tune from Martinique
ended an entertaining set. Although there had
perhaps been limited solo space for some ears, I
found the music, with its use of counterpoint, quite
enthralling.

On vocals, and also a founding member, was
Steve Gibbons, the man who sings Bob Dylan
songs better than the man himself and who
usually includes one or two or two of his songs
with his own band. Dave Pegg was on bass,
Gerry Conway (also Fairport Convention) on
drums, PJ Wright (formerly of the Steve Gibbons
band) played guitar and pedal steel, whilst the
absence of Simon Nicol (guitars) saw the
inclusion of Phil Bowman, who alternated between
keyboards and accordion.

A few days later a crowd with a large contingent of
salsa loving dancers made its way to the Jazz
Café to enjoy the music of The Spanish Harlem
Orchestra. This band was founded in 2000 and
is dedicated to preserving the vital history of
classic Latin dance orchestras while at the same
time writing and arranging new music for the
audience of today. The grouping comprised
Oscar Hernandez (piano and leader), John Walsh
(trumpet), Peter Nater (trumpet), Jimmy Bosch
(trombone), Daniel Reagan (trombone), Mitchell
Frohman (baritone sax and flute), Luis Quintero
(timbales), George Delfado (conga), Jorge
Gonzalez (bongo) and Hector Rodriguez (bass).

The evening itself started with Steve Gibbons’
own uncannily accurate homage to Bob Dylan,
Colours To The Mast. But thereafter it was Dylan
songs all the way, although not as attempts at
faithful representation, nor to subvert; rather as reinventions (much in the same way as the tributee
has been wont to do). Ballad Of A Thin Man was
jazzy, Gotta Serve Somebody very funky with an
excellent PJ Wright guitar solo and I Shall Be
Released was given an attractive reggae feel.

Taking vocal responsibilities were Raymond
Hernandez, Marco Bermudez and William Torres.
Each was granted lead opportunities with the
other two providing harmonic support or the Latin
equivalent of call and response. Further links with
African-American culture were observed in the
occasional ‘Three Tops’ movements, or nods
thereto. Despite the singing being in Spanish, the
emotional content was apparent to all.

Sprinkling his own magic over the songs was the
master of the intro, Steve Gibbons. He has a rare
ability to make it appear that it is all, or partly,
improvised and he employs a gentle sly humour.
One example was the reference to Simon and
Garfunkel through song lines and titles: ‘… sitting
in a railway station … the sounds of silence – the
quieter the better!’ which turned out to be the
introduction to Don’t Think Twice It’s Alright.

Having heated the venue with three quarters of an
hour of hot salsa, Oscar Hernandez announced a
Latin jazz segment and gave the vocal trio a
break. This was when the band really started to
cook and excite. There were some blistering horn
solos and some spicy piano from the leader.
Sadly a few of the dance crowd appeared to be
neither interested nor prepared to listen. But for

Added to this was the superb playing of the
musicians, both individually and collectively, which
made it such a terrific night and one which left you
wanting to hear them again very soon, whosoever
compositions they chose to perform.

Dave Carroll
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Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits







Ahmet Ertegun, who helped define American
music as the founder of Atlantic Records, a label
that popularised the gritty R&B of Ray Charles, the
classic soul of Aretha Franklin and the British rock
of the Rolling Stones, dies aged 83.

Nashville songwriter and publisher Marijohn
Wilkin dies at age 86. She was the co-writer of
such classics as "The Long Black Veil" and "One
Day at a Time." Johnny Cash, The Beatles, Patsy
Cline, Rod Stewart and dozens of other greats
have sung her songs. Wilkin is also credited with
discovering Kris Kristofferson. She was an awardwinning gospel recording artist as well.

Ertegun suffered a fall in his bathroom at home on
October 29 while preparing to attend a birthday
party for Bill Clinton. He later slipped into a coma.
He was still in a coma and expired with his family
at his bedside at New York Presbyterian HospitalWeill Cornell Medical Center.

In addition to co-founding the Nashville
Songwriters Association, she was dubbed "The
Den Mother of Music Row" because of the
songwriters she helped along the way.

Ertegun, a Turkish ambassador's son, started
collecting records for fun, but would later became
one of the music industry's most powerful figures
with Atlantic, which he founded in 1947. Ertegun's
love of music began with jazz, back when he and
his late brother Nesuhi (an esteemed producer of
such jazz acts as Charles Mingus and Ornette
Coleman) used to hang around with Louis
Armstrong and Duke Ellington in the clubs of
Washington, D.C.

Born Marijohn Melson in Kemp, Texas on July 14,
1920, she was the grandchild of a country fiddler
who learned to play piano as a child. After
graduation, she became a schoolteacher in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. There she began writing songs for her
choir.
Red Foley, Mitchell Torok, Wanda Jackson and
other Jubilee stars began recording her songs.
This led to interest from the developing music
centre of Nashville. She moved to Music City in
1958 and took a job as a "Happy Hour" piano
player in the Voo Doo Room speakeasy in
Printer's Alley.

Despite his privileged background, which included
attending prep school and socializing with
Washington's elite, Ertegun was able to mix with
all kinds of people — an attribute that made him
not just a marketer of black music, but a part of it.

She was signed as a staff songwriter by Jim
Denny's Cedarwood Publishing company and
scored her first major hit as a songwriter when
she and John D. Loudermilk created "Waterloo" in
1959. Stonewall Jackson's recording of the song
topped both country and pop charts.

One strength of the company was Ertegun's close
relationships with many of the artists —
relationships that continued even after they left his
label. Bette Midler still called for advice, and he
visited Franklin's home when he dropped into
Detroit.

On the same day she and Danny Dill composed
"The Long Black Veil" in 1959, she was scheduled
to pitch songs to Lefty Frizzell. He recorded it that
night. The song has since become an evergreen,
with recordings by Joan Baez, Johnny Cash, The
Band, The Kingston Trio, Burl Ives and dozens of
others.

Although he was slowed by triple-bypass surgery
in 2001, he still went into his office almost daily to
listen for his next hit.









Georgia Gibbs, 87, a versatile, bold-voiced
singer whose biggest hits were pop versions of
songs first popularised by black rhythm and blues
singers, died Dec. 9 at Memorial Sloan-Kettering
hospital in New York. She had complications from
leukemia.

By the early 1970s, Wilkin was deeply troubled.
Substance abuse, marital problems, the deaths of
her mother and business partner Hubert Long,
two suicide attempts and prolonged depression
led to a spiritual reawakening. As a prayer, she
wrote "One Day at a Time." After Kristofferson
helped her finish it, the song became a hit for
Marilyn Sellers in 1974.

Ms. Gibbs, along with Pat Boone, Patti Page and
other white singers of the 1950s, won more airplay
and television exposure than many of the black
artists of the era who recorded the same songs.
The marketing power of major record labels
limited the careers of black performers unable to
sell as many records as their white counterparts.
Ms. Gibbs addressed this controversy in later
decades, expressing some sympathy but mostly
frustration at being unfairly singled out as an
artistic thief.

Last year, Wilkin learned that her 2003 triplebypass heart operation had failed and that she
was not a candidate for another procedure. "It's
okay," she said. "I have my faith. I am ready to go.
Don't be sad for me." The songwriter recently
requested that she be removed from life support
systems and transferred from Vanderbilt Hospital
to Alive Hospice at St. Thomas.
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Ms. Gibbs covered LaVern Baker's "Tra La La,"
Ruth Brown's "Mambo Baby" and Etta James's
risque "Roll With Me Henry (Wallflower)." Ms.
Gibbs's version of the last was renamed "Dance
With Me Henry."

Bass singer Preston Lane, the last surviving
member of the Fiestas, who scored a national hit
with "So Fine" on Old Town Records in 1959, died
in Columbus Hospital in Newark, New Jersey on
October 27, 2006 at age 67. Lane, lead Tommy
Bullock (1933-2002), baritone Sam Ingalls, and
tenor Eddie Morris formed the original quartet in
Newark in 1958. A fifth member, Randy Stewart,
was added in 1960. Born in Stantonsburg, North
Carolina, Lane had lived in East Orange, New
Jersey for the past 40 years.

Ms. Gibbs, a daughter of Russian-Jewish
immigrants, was born Frieda Lipschitz in
Worcester, Massachusetts, on Aug. 17, 1919.
After her father's death, she and three siblings
went to live in a nearby home for Jewish orphans.
She became active in variety shows at the
foundlings' home and, after seven years, was
reunited with her mother.



Recording periodically as Fredda Gibbons or
Gibson, Ms. Gibbs had changed her name by the
early 1940s because a music industry executive
had raped her and threatened to ban her from the
airwaves. Her first solo hit was a cover of Eileen
Barton's novelty tune "If I Knew You Were Comin',
I'd've Baked a Cake" (1950). Soon after, she was
signed by Mercury and had several minor
successes, including "While You Danced,
Danced, Danced," before her breakthrough in
1952 with the No. 1 hit "Kiss of Fire," inspired by
the tango standard "El Choclo."



Making (Air) Waves
Dick Biondi, Chicago's greatest Rock’n’Roll disc
jockey of all time, is coming back. The broadcast
legend and Radio Hall of Famer signed a
multiyear agreement to join ABC-owned "True
Oldies" WZZN-FM as evening personality. He’ll be
on from 9 p.m. to midnight Monday to Friday.
"I am so happy to get back on the air and really
excited I get to stay in Chicago," Biondi said of his
new deal. Biondi, 74, has been in radio limbo
since June 2005 when CBS Radio pulled the plug
on oldies and ended Biondi's 21-year run at
WJMK-FM.



Franklin Peaker, the original high tenor lead with
the Blue Notes on songs like "My Hero", "Blue
Star", "If You Love Me", "She Is Mine", and "Get
Out (And Let Me Cry)" died Monday, November
20, 2006 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania at age 71.
Franklin was reportedly struck by a car as he was
leaving the house of another original Blue Note,
Roosevelt Broody, several days earlier and was
eventually removed from life support.

In addition to playing the Rock’n’Roll tunes he
helped make famous, Biondi will draw on his
amazing memory and vast archive of interviews
and other audio clips to personalize the artists and
groups featured by the station.
The native of Endicott, N.Y., remains as energetic
and enthusiastic as he was in 1960 when he first
came to Chicago and put WLS on the map as a
50,000-watt nighttime powerhouse. He'd already
been influential in advancing the careers of Elvis
Presley and Jerry Lee Lewis, among others.
Voted the nation's most popular Top 40 disc
jockey in 1961 and 1962, Biondi was the first in
America to play a Beatles record on the air when
"Please Please Me" was released in February
1963. He introduced the Fab Four in concerts at
the Hollywood Bowl and Dodger Stadium.

Peaker's distinctive tenor was also featured on
recordings including Rick and the Masters' "Let It
Please Be You" and "Rocket Ride" by Johnny
Greco. Although long retired from the music
business, Peaker reportedly sang with the Blue
Notes at the recent memorial service in
Philadelphia for Richard Barrett.









Not So bad
Frankie "Sea Cruise" Ford was injured
Thursday, November 16, after being hit by a car in
Jackson, Tennessee, where he was performing.
He flew home to Louisiana three days later.
Despite some cuts and bruises, Ford hopes to be
back on the road and is scheduled to appear in
Philadelphia on December 1.

Approaching 40, and with rock-and-roll making
her largely obsolete in sales, she began scaling
back her career. She performed at clubs for
several more years but was largely content to
settle into marriage with journalist Frank Gervasi,
the official biographer of Israeli prime minister
Menachem Begin. Her husband died in 1990.





A sad addition to Waxo's Tit Bits
The incomparable Ruth Brown, whose musical
legacy was matched by her fight for royalty reform
for herself and other R&B Artists, passed away on
November 17, 2006 in a Las Vegas area hospital
from complications following a stroke and heart
attack.

Addicted to pop music from the radio, she began
singing at local ballrooms and by eighth grade
was making $20 a week at the Raymor Ballroom
in Boston. In 1936, she quit school to travel with
the Hudson-DeLange Orchestra.
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out of tune, so why bother to do sound checks out
of tune? Give credit where it’s due - that Chuck
Berry he’s “Somethin’ Else”.

Breathless Dan Writes
(brief briefs, short shorts and rockin’ ramblings)

He’s written his book and he’s written more than
enough songs so what do you want? Or are you
guilty of wanting him to be something he’s not, i.e
in my case Chuck the Blade. It’s obvious that he
can’t please everyone only good old
Brian Smith. Angrily Chuck told me in
Cardiff back in 1964 that he would sing
“Hail, Hail Rock'n'Roll” to me instead of
“Hail Hail Rhythm And Blues” wearing
his zoot suit, outside under a lamp
post, if I paid him $2,000.

Now dig this guys, Breathless Dan’s reply to a
recent non-happy birthday greeting.
Hey word wankers, leave Chuck Berry’s
ding-a-ling alone! An 80th birthday is not
the proper time to sling smug abuse at
your supposed to be hero. What gives
with you creeps anyway? Do you feel
that by acting like a bunch of belligerent
apes that this makes you something, or
even slightly better for insulting Chuck
Berry? It’s all “Too Much Monkey
Business” about Chuck not being
bothered to record new CDs which
would then only receive critical, or
lukewarm, reviews, as did Jerry Lee
Lewis’s superb new CD with this preheld outlook that old rockers don’t sell well
anyway! Talk about discouraging words. In that
case how then can old rockers like Chuck be
expected to fill stadiums if only he’d grovelled
more to everyone for their pay. I think Chuck
Berry’s been around since Alan Freed’s
extravaganza days and long enough to know his
own business best. Chuck knows how to live up to
his lyrics, “you can’t catch me”

Finally how can an artist who plays and
sings and as rhythmically moves from
inside his being as does Chuck Berry
instruct beforehand each and every
strange new backing group as to
exactly what song that he’s about to
sing in wooden predictability that he’ll
play to order?
Chuck is a feel/soul Rock'n'Roll performer and
even if he did tell groups which songs he was
going to perform, I'm sure many of these groups
just don’t really know enough of them. Also, over
the decades, just try to imagine how predictable it
might all have become had he not gotten that
artistic ability to naturally make the most of any
given situation; even at Wembley 1972 when they
switched off the power he held the stage until it
came back on. Nobody praises his best points like
his sheer resourcefulness to overcome obstacles;
his confidence is his brilliance. The 1981
distinguished merits award to Charles Edward
Anderson Berry was well earned, trivia “Hound
Dogs” remember!

Anyway birthday greetings are supposed to be
kindly, not (and I quote) “I am finding it hard to
write anything nice about him”, pro-slavery,
almost-grown type outrages like delving into his
personal scandals and very existence. Many fans
who love him have to read this hang ‘em high and
often rabble rousing rant and rave prattle from idle
scribes who seem to relish churning it all out yet
again on the St Louis Tiger’s 80th birthday no
less. Shame on you.

Every day we Rock'n'Roll, Rock'n'Roll, merrily,
merrily Mr Berry, life is just a dream. Rock'n'Roll
memories are all that’s real. Remember how great
they are and salute the magnificent Chuck Berry.

Just to think in May 1958 it took similar such muck
spreading, news seeking reporter Mo Gels to ruin
then Rock'n'Roll king Jerry Lee Lewis’s career.
Rock'n'Roll and the lives of those who sing it are
not to be analysed by young, new generation
squares who just weren’t there, until even history
itself becomes revised. So if you really can’t say
anything nice don’t even write at all is my advice.
Only Chuck Berry and the other Rock'n'Roll fifties
artists still alive seem to remember and learned
from what happened.

Yours in Rock’n’Roll

Breathless Dan O’Coffey

Also always remember that we can’t be paranoid
enough for the world of technology in which we
live. Chuck rightfully puts Chuck Berry first,
second and third as Sam Phillips said; if not,
would anybody care? (Dan does). When Chuck is
not accused of writing new songs about prison
(“Happy birthday to you Chuckie boy”) he’s guilty
of not tuning his guitar but still managing to play it

Chuck and daughter Ingrid at his 80th Birthday
Show on October 18th Blueberry Hill's Duck Room
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SOUL KITCHEN

Waxo Wilko’s Tit Bits

“Required reading” - John Broven.

DR. DALE'S EXERCISE FOR SENIORS

LOST SOULS

On behalf of Dr. Dale, we are passing this on to
his senior friends - (don't be offended - he
classifies you as his friend). He came across this
exercise suggested for seniors, to build muscle
strength in the arms and shoulders. It seems so
easy, so we thought that we would pass it on.
The article suggested doing it three days a week.
Begin by standing on a comfortable surface,
where you have plenty of room at each side. With
a 5-lb. potato sack in each hand, extend your
arms straight out from your sides, and hold them
there as long as you can. Try to reach a full
minute, then relax. Each day, you'll find that you
can hold this position for just a bit longer.

JAMES BROWN. SOUL BROTHER NUMBER 1
who cultivated and pervaded every corner of
popular black music.

After a couple of weeks, move up to 10-lb. potato
sacks. Then 50-lb. potato sacks, and then
eventually try to get to where you can lift a 100-lb.
potato sack in each hand and hold your arms
straight for more than a full minute.
Once you feel confident at that level, put a potato
in each of the sacks.

WHO SAYS MEN DON'T REMEMBER
ANNIVERSARIES?
A woman awakes during the night to find that her
husband was not in their bed. She puts on her
robe and goes downstairs to look for him. She
finds him sitting at the dining room table with a
cup of coffee in front of him. He appears deep in
thought, just staring at the wall. She watches as
he wipes a tear from his eye and takes a sip of
coffee. "What's the matter, dear?" she whispers
as she steps into the room. "Why are you down
here at this time of night?"

WALTER WARD. The original lead singer of the
Olympics, who sang on such classics as 'Western
Movies', 'The Bounce', 'Good Lovin' and 'Baby Do
The Philly Dog'.

GERALD LEVERT. The son of the O'Jays Eddie
LeVert, was one of contemporary soul's most
accomplished singers, and songwriter. He was
only 40.

The husband looks up, "Do you remember 20
years ago when we were dating, and you were
only 18?" he asks solemnly. The wife is touched
to tears thinking that her husband is so caring and
sensitive. "Yes, I do," she replies. The husband
pauses. The words are not coming easily. "Do you
remember when your mother caught us behind
the couch making love?"

STANLEY MITCHELL. Responsible for the
Northern Soul classic 'Quit Twistin' My Arm' and
numerous vinyl outings as a solo artist or as a
group member.
McARTHUR MUNFORD. Former bass singer with
the group the Spellbinders.

"Yes, I remember," says the wife, lowering herself
into a chair beside him. The husband
continues..."Do you remember when she shoved
a shotgun in my face and said, 'Either you marry
my daughter, or I will send you to jail for 20
years?'"

TONY SYLVESTER. Mainstay with the group the
Main Ingredient.
Time permitting full tributes next time.

"I remember that, too." she replies softly. He
wipes another tear from his cheek and says, "I
would have gotten out today."

DEEP, SOUTHERN AND DOWNHOME BLUES
TOP AIR PLAY and SALES CHART December
2006
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Theodis Ealey
Willie Clayton
Wilson Meadows
Kenne Wayne
Billy 'Soul' Bonds
Gwen McCrae
T K Soul
William Bell
Betty Padgett
Omar Cunningham
Mel Waiters
Sir Charles Jones

I'm The Man You Need
Ifgam
Gifted
Malaco
Love Bomb
BGR
Time To Get Loose
Goodtime
Here Kitty Kitty
Waldoxy
Sings T K
Henry Stone
Undisputed
Raw
New Lease Of Life
Wilbe
Never Coming Home
Meia
Worth The Wait
EndZone
Throwback Days
Waldoxy
Thank You For Holding On
Jumpin'

The Stateside record label along with Tamla
Motown is probably the most widely collected soul
UK record label, as we shall find out in future
parts.
Part 1 1962
June
101 Freddy Cannon Palisades Park/ June July and
August
Swan
102 Chuck Jackson Any day now ((My wild beautiful
bird)/The prophet
Wand
103 Jimmy Soul
Twistin' Matilda/I can't hold out
much longer
SPQR
104 Gary Criss
Our favourite melodies/Welcome
home to my heart
Diamond
105 Neil Sedaka/The MarvellsOh! Delilah/Neil's Twist
Pyramid
July
106 The Fireballs
Rik-a-tik/Yacky doo
Dot
107 Johnnie MorisetteMeet me at the twistin' place/Any
time any day any place
Sar
108 Chuck Reed
Just plain hurt/Talkin' no trash Hit
109 Ral Donner
Loveless life/Bells of love Gone
110 Santo & Johnny Spanish
Harlem/Stage
to
Cimarron
Canadian-American
111 Gary US Bonds Seven day weekend/Gettin' a
groove
Legrand
112 Isley Brothers Twist & shout/ Spanish twistWand
August
113 B Bumble & the StingersApple knocker/The moon
and the sea
Rendezvous
114 Don Gardner & Dee Dee Ford I need your
loving/Tell me
Fire
115 Dion Little Diane/Lost for sure
Laurie

David Brinston
J Blackfoot

Mississippi Boy
R&B
It Ain't Over 'Til It's Over
JEA Music
Ms Jody What You Gonna Do When The
Rent Is Due
Ecko
Jackie Payne
Master Of The Game
Delta Groove

Lee Shot Williams Meat Man
Ecko
Wendell B Good Times
Cuzzo
David Sea
Love Makes The World Go Round
Park Royal
Nathaniel Kimble
I'm Back
Brimstone
Carl Marshall
Songs People Love The Most
Unleashed
Dee Bradley
Candy Man
Evejim
Jesse James
It's Not So Bad After All
Gunsmoke
Charles Wilson
Sexual Healing
HMU
Patrick Green
Southern Soul
ACB
Willie Clayton
Full Circle
Malaco

116 Eddie RambeauSummertime guy/Last night was
my last night with you
Swan
117 The Spartans Can you waddle/Instrumental
version Web
September
118 Freddy Cannon What's gonna happen when
summers done/Broadway
Swan
119 The Shirelles
Welcome home baby/Mama, here
comes the bride
Scepter
120 Jimmy Clanton Venus in blue jeans/Highway
bound
Ace
121 Jerry Butler
Make it easy on yourself/It's too
late
Vee Jay
122 The Four SeasonsSherry/I've
cried
for
you
Vee Jay
October
123 Gary Criss
My little heavenly angel/The girl I
told you about
Wand
124 Shawn Elliott
Goodbye my lover/Ain't that a
shame
Diamond
125 Gary US Bonds Copy cat/I'll change that to
Legrand
126 Bobby Lewis
I'm
tossin'
and
turnin'
again/Nothing but the blues
Beltone
November

Chart courtesy of www.bluescritic.com. Which is
well worth a visit.
THE

LABEL

In 1962 EMI decided to form a record label
devoted
entirely
to
American
releases,
unknowingly on the verge of the sixties soul
explosion. Stateside in many ways replaced the
famed London label, which had dominated the
fifties with its extensive array of releases, which
were drawn extensively from various American
labels.
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127 Chuck Jackson I keep forgettin'/Who's gonna pick
up the pieces
Wand
128 The Belmonts Come on little angel/How about
me
Sabina
129 The Shirelles
Stop the music/It's love that really
counts
Scepter
130 Don Gardner & Dee Dee Ford Don't you worry/I'm
coming home to stay
Fire
131 B Bumble & the StingersDawn
cracker/Scales
Rendezvous
132 Isley Brothers Twistin' with Linda/You better
come home
Wand

In the next issue Lloyd Price's Rhythm Riot
musical director will be fully exposed, as the real
Al Johnson comes out of the shadows.
Remember you're in safe soul
hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on



133 Jive Five
What time is it?/Beggin' you
please
Beltone
134 Freddy Cannon If you were a rock n roll
record/You better come home
Swan
135 Bunker Hill
Hide and go seek/part 2
Mala
136 Ricky Dee/John MobleyWorkout/Tunnel of love
New Town
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137 Dick Roman

Please remember me/Butterfly
Harmon
138 Herb Alpert & Tijuana BrassThe
lonely
bull/
Acapulco 1922
A&M
December
139 Dion Love came to me/Little girl
Laurie
140 (Little) Esther PhillipsRelease me/Don't feel rained
on
Lenox
141 David Thorne The alley cat song/The moon was
yellow
Riverside
142 Les Cooper & Soul RockersWiggle
wobble/Dig
yourself
Everlast
143 The Duprees
My own true love/Ginny
Coed

Aging rebels and my
approaching retirement
I was watching some Bocephus (Hank Williams
Jr) clips on YouTube, and it struck me
immediately how could the nice, polite young man
singing his daddy's songs on the Porter Wagoner
show in the early 1960s (and in the movie Country
Music on Broadway about the same time) have
turned into the Hellraising hard-drinking, pillpopping, cussing, womanising, Confederate flag
waving Rebel he later became?

Soulboys pick from this bunch would be....What
better way to launch a new label than release
Freddy Cannon's cracking fairground ditty, with its
merry go rounds whirling from the grooves.
Bunker Hill's undeniably classic party game is
dazzling. The Isleys, to become soul classic, Twist
and Shout, along with Chuck Jackson's pile
driving Forgettin', are both top notch outings, as is
Jerry Butler's melodic ballad Make It Easy On
Yourself. Chuck Reed's Hurt still sounds
wunnerful today. Lot of twisting going on, if you
are not waddling.

Not that I'm complaining - after all, he's following
in his daddy's footsteps, and as he sings in one of
his songs it's a 'Family Tradition': 'Why do you
drink? (To get drunk!) Why do you smoke? (To
get stoned!) Why do you live out all the songs that
you wrote?' He often ends the song with: 'And if
you don't like Hank Williams you can kiss my ass!'
Great stuff, but you would never have believed it
of the very presentable young guy on TV back in
1964.
Another one who became a rebel of a different
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sort late in life was Tony Benn. As Anthony
Wedgwood Benn he inherited his father's title, and
as I recall this was the start of his leftwing
conversion. He managed to get the law changed
in order to renounce the title so he could continue
to be an MP in the House of Commons. Now he is
the guru of all leftwing causes, campaigning
against nuclear weapons, against the Iraq War,
against the Monarchy and putting the case for fullblooded Red Flag-waving Socialism.

Tory respectability, it's a totally lost cause, as is
Socialism generally. What can I do but rock my
blues away in my dotage?
Tony Papard









The Buzz
Welcome to The Buzz
The 'Tales From The Woods'
round up of gigs where you
really need to show your face.

Now I may be doing Comrade Benn a gross
injustice, but I just don't remember him joining us
on CND and anti-Vietnam War marches back
when he was Postmaster General in Harold
Wilson's government. Nor do I remember him
being Karl Marx's representative in the Cabinet
and demanding Wilson declare a People's
Democratic Republic here in Britain.
People like Bocephus and Benn are exceptions to
the general rule. Most Hellraisers are surely born
that way - look at Jerry Lee for instance, been a
rebel all his life and has only calmed down slightly
very late in life. Even now he's uncontrollable liable to walk off the stage if he doesn't like the
sound system, or just feels like it.

Friday 12 January
Roundhouse, Chalk Farm
Bert Jansch
£13.50/£18.50
Friday 17 January 2007
Ain't Nothin' But... Blues Bar

I'm not sure which category I fit into. I've never
been a Hellraiser, but have been a bit of a rebel
most of my life. However as a kid (up to my very
late teens) I wore the squarest of clothes and had
a conventional short-back-and-sides haircut while
other guys my age had DAs. I always did
everything I was told. I started being rebellious in
the areas of religion and politics in my mid-teens I
guess, rejecting my Christian upbringing, going on
illegal demonstrations and getting arrested, and
finally leaving the Labour Party for the Young
Communist League and its parent Party. But in
other ways I wasn't a rebel at all until well into my
20s. I didn't discover Rock’n’Roll till I was 19, and
sex three years later! My mother always taught
me these things were 'not very nice', though of
course marriage to a nice girl was acceptable
provided she wasn't 'common' and I didn't get her
into the family way before the wedding (fat chance
of that, you may well be saying!)

Cora James And The Whisky Angels free
prices:
Cora James And The Whisky Angels
Friday 26 January
Wembley Arena
Willie Nelson & Family

£37.50

Saturday 13 January
100 Club, 100 Oxford Street
Mike Sanchez
£13.50
Wednesday 17 January
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Archie Shepp
£17.50
Thursday 18 January
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Ruby Turner
£18.50

Now I find myself shouting at people, mainly bus
drivers and visitors to AI Reception (where they
are all glad I will be retiring very soon.) This,
however, is just the normal 'Victor Meldrew'
process of becoming a Grumpy Old Man. And it's
my privilege to do so, after all everything was
organized so much better in the old days, and we
didn't have all these trendy gadgets like mobile
phones, multi-channel digital TV and Ipods to
annoy us.

Friday/Saturday 19/20 January
100 Club, 100 Oxford Street
Roy Harper
£17.50
Saturday 20 January (5pm to 1am)
24th Annual Rockers Reunion Winter Party
Rivermead Leisure Complex, Reading
Dale Hawkins, Crazy Cavan + Rhythm
Rockers, Lucas + Dynamos, Vince Eager +
Rockola, King Cats, Sunsetters
£25

Pass me my slippers, my old vinyl records and
guide me to my rocking chair. One look at Tony
Blair and I decided it wasn't worth rebelling any
more, he has taken New Labour to the height of

Monday 22 January
Roundhouse, Chalk Farm
The Pink Fairies
£20
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Sunday 21 January
Roundhouse, Chalk Farm
A Celebration for Jim Capaldi
Steve Winwood, Pete Townshend, Paul Weller
and more
£75/£100

Friday 2 February
Barbican
Soul Britannia
Madeline Bell, Carol Grimes, Linda Lewis,
Hamish Stuart and many more
£10/£20

Monday 22 January
Queen Elizabeth Hall, South Bank
Tom Paxton
£22.50

Saturday 3 February
Roundhouse, Chalk Farm
John Martyn
£24.50

Wednesday/Thursday 24/25 January
Arts Theatre, Soho
Lloyd Cole
£21

Wednesday/Thursday 7/8 February
Brixton Academy
Massive Attack
£25

Thursday 25 January
Borderline, Manette Street
Bruce Cockburn

Tuesday 8 February
100 Club, 100 Oxford Street
Dan Sartain
£10

£15

Friday/Saturday 26/27 January
100 Club, 100 Oxford Street
Roy Harper
£17.50
Friday 26 January
Wembley Arena
Willie Nelson & Family

Saturday 10 February
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Eddi Reader
£18.50
Tuesday 13 February
Borderline, Manette Street
Frank Turner

£27.50

£10

Thursday-Saturday 15-17 February
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Courtney Pine
£35
Sunday 18 February
Brixton Academy
Baby Shambles

Sunday 28 January

£20.60

Tuesday-Thursday 20-22 February
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Sounds Of Blackness
£27.50

Tribute to the 2i’s

Monday 26 February
Barbican
McCoy Tyner
£15/£25

Wee Willie Harris, Vince Eager and
Rockola, Eastside, The City Ramblers
Revival, Big Jim Sullivan, Buddy Britten,
Chas McDevitt, Clem Cattini, Danny
Rivers, Dave Sampson, Diz Disley, Geoff
Gibbs, Howard Tibble, John Allison, John
Hills/Ralph Edwards, Mac Paul, Rockin’
Gerry Champion, Russ Sainty, Brian
‘Licorice’ Locking, Jet Harris, Terry
Wayne, Tony Annis, and more.

Monday 26 February
Scala, Kings Cross
Kings Of Leon

£20

Tuesday/Wednesday 27/28 February
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Courtney Pine
£25
Wednesday/Thursday 7/8 March
Brixton Academy
Nine Inch Nails
£25

DJs Hardrock Bunter and Big Beat Kris
Sunday 4 March
UCL Bloomsbury Theatre
The Puppini Sisters

100 Club, 100 Oxford Street, London, W.1.
(doors open 5.30pm)
Tickets: £25 (limited availability)

£16

Thursday 8 March
Hammersmith Apollo
Buena Vista Social Club Presents
Guajiro Mirabal, Cachaito Lopez, Manuel
Galban, Aguaje Ramos
£18/£27.50
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Saturday 10 March
Brixton Academy
Nine Inch Nails
Saturday 10 March
ICA
Fairport Convention

Saturday 21 April
Barbican
Loudon Wainwright III

£25

Saturday 28 April
Wembley Arena
Deep Purple + Styx

£22.50

Friday 16 March
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
10cc and Kiki Dee
£27.50
Sunday 18 March
Forum, Kentish Town
Art Garfunkel

Thursday 10 May
Royal Albert Hall
Ray Davies
£23.50/£37.50

£40

Friday-Monday 29 June-2 July

The Wildest Cats in Town 2007
The Ultimate 1950's Rock 'n' Roll Weekender
At Pontin's Pakefield Seaside Village
Jumpin Jack Neal – Comets - Graham
Fenton's original Matchbox - The
Lennerockers - Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm
Rockers - Ervin Travis – Crystalairs - Sonny
Burgess
from £135 with food

£50/£75

Friday/Saturday 23/24 March
Wembley Arena
Lionel Richie
£35/£75

Sunday 30 June
Barbican
Chick Corea + Gary Burton

Friday-Sunday 23-25 March
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry
£22.50

Friday 13 July
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Gloria Gaynor
£29.50

£50/£75

Monday 23 July
Barbican
Lincoln Jazz Orchestra/Wynton Marsalis
£30/£40

Monday 26 March
Jazz Café, Camden Town
The Mighty Diamonds
£17.50
Friday/Saturday 30/31 March
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Jethro Tull
£26.50/£29.50

Look. Before I go folks there are a couple of
things I would like to mention. Firstly at the time of
writing 'Tales From The Woods' Roots Music
Magazine Promotions in conjunction with Madame
Moussaka Premonitions have just clinched a deal
to present the retirement party for 'TFTW's very
own land-owning laird, wealthy Tony Papard.

Sunday 8 April
Earls Court
Razorlight

£25

Friday/Saturday 13/14 April
Jazz Café, Camden Town
Terry Callier

£20

The unacceptable face of the loony left has, or is
about to, tell his guvnor’s “Take this job and shove
it”, so Madame Moussaka and I have booked the
Freemason’s Arms in Covent Garden on Saturday
th
26 May featuring the 'TFTW' super-group with
Jaron and Rafi, John Hills on lead guitar/vocals
and Ken Cooke (from Eastside) on rhythm
guitar/vocals, Hardrock Bunter sitting in on drums
as well as spinning the wax and special guest star
British Rock'n'Roll legend star of Skiffle 50 and

Sunday 15 April
Wembley Arena
Bob Dylan

Donovan

£20/£30.

Saturday 30 June
Twickenham Stadium
Rod Stewart
£50/£65

Sunday 25 March
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
Glenn Hughes
£16
Sunday 25 March
Wembley Arena
Dolly Parton

£32.50

Sunday 29 April
London Palladium
Searchers, Wayne Fontana, The Merseybeats,
John Walker/The Dakotas
£tbc.

Sunday 18 March
Le Quecumbar 42-44 Battersea High Street
Cora James And The Whisky Angels
Monday 19 March
Wembley Arena
Dolly Parton

£20/£26.50

£37.50
Monday 16 April
Royal Albert Hall
£23.50/£31.50
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the forthcoming tribute to the 2i’s gig Wee Willie
Harris, and no doubt as usual there will be a few
surprise guests. We will tell you more about this
exciting event in our next issue. In the meantime
keep checking the website for news and updates.

Banana Peel – Brian Jessup

One week before our 2i’s gig at the 100 Club we
are planning a rehearsal run with a few musicians
and acts who will be performing the following
week. No further news on this one as I write so
you need to keep checking the website.

Remembers – Paul Barrett

Tons o’ Stuff – Tony Papard
Mr Angry – John Howard

Vince Eager – Tony Wilkinson
Millage Gilbert – Ken Major

And finally, tickets for the 2i’s gig are going really
fast; there is just a limited amount left so please
contact us very soon if you want to be a part of
this unique event - book your tickets through the
following channels.
Tel/Fax: 020 8460 6941 Mobile: 07941 540574
Payment with PayPal via the website at
www.tftw.freeuk.com
Cheques payable to: “Tales From The Woods”
25 Queen Anne Ave, Bromley, Kent BR2 0SA

CD Reviews – Brian Clark
Jazz Junction – Dave Carroll
Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
Hornsey Howler – Alan Lloyd
Spice of Life – Tony Annis
Winter Wonderland – Lee Wilkinson

See you around Easter folks
Take care, keep rockin’

Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Jolliffe

Keith Woods

Rockin’ Ramblings – Dan’l O’Coffey
Waxo’s Tit Bits – Tony Wilkinson

*** NEXT GANG MEET-UP ***
We take a rare trip south of the river
on Friday 2nd February 2007
at the Mudlark
4 Montague Close, Southwark, London SE1 9DA
We will meet in the bar at around 6:30, and go for
a meal in the restaurant upstairs around 8:15
Nearest tube and mainline station is London
Bridge.
Memo to folks from north of the Thames passports are NOT required

Marketing Manager – Ken Major
Pix – Paul Harris
Website – Alan Lloyd
Dogsbody – ‘H’









If you wish to subscribe or advertise in
the UK's fastest-growing in-house
magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk
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